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Message from the Director

“SNUAC will become a global hub for Asian regional studies through interdisciplinary research by experts in various fields”

In 2022, the COVID-19 pandemic wended down after changing human life for three years, and we saw everyone gradually returning to daily life. It was a meaningful time in the history of mankind to witness how a pandemic threatens humanity and how it evolves into a disease in daily life. Many lives were lost, and the socioeconomic damage following the loss was beyond what anyone had imagined. Our daily lives had become completely different in the meantime, and the global economic and social system had also gone through radical changes.

SNUAC held an academic seminar on February 18th, 2020, on the topic of ‘COVID-19, Social Shock and Prospects’ before the pandemic became a serious social threat. Afterward, SNUAC continued to host various academic events and conduct research projects to actively participate in analyzing the social impacts of COVID-19 and suggesting countermeasures. The result of these endeavors remains as publications and presented materials, which will be useful as important resources in responding to possible future pandemics and other global threats. In overseas regional research, where visits and fieldwork were considered mandatory, a new paradigm of ‘knowledge sharing through untact conference and exchange’ emerged. As a result, we saw an unexpected increase in the academic activities of SNUAC during the pandemic. This was only possible with the experience, academic network, and high capabilities of researchers and staff that SNUAC has accumulated over the past decade. It was a proud year for us to have contributed to the process of adapting to the ‘New Normal’ without forgetting lessons from the past.

An important change in SNUAC was that the Korea Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA), which had grown its capacity as an affiliated organization of SNUAC for the past eight years, was raised to the status of an independent institute by securing a new budget. Though SNUAC was sized down temporarily, we were proud to have assisted in the growth of new research areas and academic disciplines. On the other hand, we newly established the Center for Hallyu Studies and Asia-Africa Center and raised Asia Regional Information Center (ARIC) to the status of SNU’s legitimate institutes. Also, SNUAC performed the role of fostering regional experts through the AsiaA Humanities Dissemination Center to become a hub of Asian regional studies and sought to become a hub for regional information that collects, manages, and disseminates information on the Asian region through ARIC and Mega Asia portal. Moreover, SNUAC releases Asia Brief every week for fast response to Asian regional issues and regularly publishes the webzine Diverse+Asia as well as monographs with thematic comparative research on the Asian region. I believe these various efforts will bring us the opportunity for SNUAC to renew itself as a strategic think tank in Asia.

Since its establishment in 2009, SNUAC has positioned itself as a regional research institute representing Korea through the devoted efforts of Seoul National University and the participating researchers and staff. In 2022, a total of 130 man-days were delivered by our researchers and supporting personnel. Over 20 participating departments and researchers of various fields conducted joint research toward SNUAC’s aim of “becoming a global hub for Asian regional studies through transdisciplinary research”.

I send my deepest gratitude to those who have looked upon SNUAC with great affection and have provided us with generous support. We ask for your continued participation and support in the future. Thank you.

Director of SNUAC, Park, Soo Jin
SNUAC in 2022

From COVID-19 to the New Normal

SNUAC has provided quick responses to the challenges raised by the pandemic for the past three years. Along with analyzing the impact of COVID-19 to Asian regional societies and international politics from diverse angles and presenting the results, SNUAC actively participated in exchange and cooperation with overseas using online platforms based on the networks constructed with each region in Asia.

As social distancing restrictions were lifted and cross-border movement was allowed in the first half of 2022, SNUAC has been carrying out education projects and academic exchanges more actively than ever by combining online and offline platforms. Researchers, businesspeople, diplomats, and government officials from different regions in Asia are visiting SNUAC, and the researchers and next-generation scholars of SNUAC are also resuming their field research and international exchanges. These activities are strengthening the status of SNUAC as a ‘hub for Asian regional studies’.

Establishment of the Center for Hallyu Studies and Asia-Africa Center

Having operated regional research centers and thematic research programs and centers under the vision of ‘constructing a global hub of Asian studies based on the combination of regional and thematic research’, SNUAC newly established the Center for Hallyu Studies and Asia-Africa Center in 2022.

The Center for Hallyu Studies was founded as a response to the need to re-establish Hallyu studies that have been conducted sporadically and peripherally, as the importance of Hallyu in enhancing the national image and soft power is being emphasized. To accommodate such a need, the Center for Hallyu Studies seeks to conduct integrated research on the phenomenon of Hallyu and disseminate the result through publications, academic seminars, and education. Also, to build the stature of Hallyu studies, the center conducts collaborative research projects, develops interdisciplinary cooperation through research exchange, and strengthens partnerships with universities and research institutions at home and abroad. Within the first year since its establishment, the center has held eight book talks and one roundtable talk and has translated and published the book Soul in Seoul.

Asia-Africa Center was established as part of academic and practical efforts to understand the African region and Africa-Asia relations while the geopolitical importance and economic power of Africa are on the rise. By collecting various perspectives on Africa, taking an integrated transdisciplinary approach to the region, and building a bridge between Asia and Africa, the center strives to perform a central academic role in Korea’s African studies and become a global research institute devoted to Africa. Over the past year, the center has hosted over 20 academic events including the monthly SNU Africa Seminars, and has been building its stature as a hub for African studies.

Separation of KOSSDA

Since its establishment in 2006, Korea Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA) has collected investigation material, statistic figures, interview and verbal resources, documentation, observation records and others produced by research institutes and individual researchers to construct digital databases and held workshops and academic events on using and analyzing data.

In July 2015, KOSSDA moved into SNUAC and occupied a portion of the second floor of the building to maximize the synergy by combining education and research functions and grow into an international data archive. For about eight years since then, KOSSDA, as an affiliated
institution of SNUAC, has firmly taken the ground as a data hub of Asian studies by collecting data, holding methodology workshops, and hosting conferences of research using its data.

Then in April 2022, KOSSDA secured a separate budget and was raised to the status of an independent institution within the College of Social Studies at SNU. This results from the seven years of fostering its capabilities as part of SNUAC and serves as an exemplary case of SNUAC successfully operating as a hub and incubator of Asian studies.

Publication of HK+ Mega-Asia Research Project Book Series

SNUAC HK+ Mega-Asia Research Project Group began its project in May 2020 with the agenda of ‘Asias and Mega-Asia: Identities, Dynamics, Data-telling’. As the project group nears the end of the first phase in May 2023, it published a book series of eleven books that resulted from the research achievements of the past three years.

First of all, Introduction to Mega-Asia Studies: History, Perspective, and Method is an introduction to the series as it explores the meaning and potential of focusing on Asia as a mega-region in understanding the phenomenon of Asian regions closely connecting with each other through the dynamics of globalization and regionalism.

The Mega-Asia Research Cluster published three books: The Continent and Mega-Asia, which analyzes the past exchanges within the Asian continent to verify the possibilities of Mega-Asia based on the commonality of culture and economy; The Ocean and Mega-Asia, which explores the possibilities of Mega-Asia as a new community through the analysis of past exchange networks of people, civilizations, thoughts, and cultures on the Asian seas; and Driving Forces and Dynamics toward Mega-Asia, which analyzes the recognitions and strategies of major countries such as the U.S., China, Russia, Japan, and India toward Mega-Asia and examines the dynamics of Mega-Asia formation through value chains, Islamic finances, arctic logistics, Hallyu, and other aspects of inter-regionalism.

The Comparative Regional Studies Cluster published three books: Imagining Asia: Closed or Open, which analyzes the history of imagining a bigger community beyond in many regions of Asia; The Imagined Making of a Transitioned Asia as a Region in the 20th Century, which overviews the regional changes in the 20th century such as the colonization and post-colonization of Korea, India, Vietnam, and the Soviet Union, the emergence of petroleum, and changes of the Middle East, and examines the regional imaginations in the change from various perspectives; and Reconstructing Asia and Asian Identity in the Post-Cold War Era, which analyzes the operation of Asian identity and its current meanings through interesting case studies from different regions in Asia.

The Data Storytelling Cluster published four books: three in the series of The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities, each on Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia & South Asia, and West Asia & Central Asia respectively, which neatly organize the natural environment, history, demographics, politics, economy, society, culture, science and others of nations and cities in Asia and systematically provide the various and vast regional information of Asia; and Reading Asia through Relations and Flows, which examines the current state of Asia through data and analyzes the exchanges, movements, and cooperation among Asias.

Master’s Thesis and Doctoral Dissertation Awardee Forum

The SNUAC Dissertation Award selects outstanding theses and dissertations to foster next-generation scholars. SNUAC grants funding and publication of doctoral dissertations for the awardees. The award began in 2014 as one for doctoral dissertations only, and expanded into one for master’s theses and doctoral dissertations in 2018, granting two awards each in both categories. Since 2020, president Sungkwan Hong of Sangam Energy Co. Ltd. has sponsored the prize money, and the donations have grown since 2021 so that a total of six awardees could be selected each year. The total number of awardees so far leads up to 31; twenty doctoral awardees and eleven master’s awardees.

The topics of theses and dissertations selected span Chinese law, politics, and social policy, Japanese diplomacy, Cold War, peace, colonial rule, Southeast Asian social culture, social movement, and development assistance. The awardees have various majors in humanities and social sciences, including Korean literature, political science, sociology, women’s studies, anthropology, geography, international studies, law, environmental studies, history, and performing arts studies.

In 2022, a forum was held twice for introducing the awardees’ research achievements to the academic community for Asian studies and forming a network among the awardees and SNUAC researchers. In the first forum held in May 2022, four awardees presented their research, and in the second held in November, two awardees presented their work.
HK+ Mega-Asia Research Project Group

- Sought to establish new perspectives and approaches to Asia by defining the concept of ‘Mega-Asia’
- Published Mega-Asia Research Series (11 books) and Mega-Asia Culture Series (3 books)
- Held two workshops for comprehensive agenda research
- Held five workshops for third year research topic, ‘Asia Crossing Borders’
- Organized three domestic and international symposiums for sharing research achievements on topics such as ‘Beyond Conflict, Towards Peace: Coexistence and Cooperation’ (Sep. 14, 2022) and ‘Making Mega-Asia: Movement of People, Things, and Ideas’ (Nov. 15, 2022)
- Hosted four international and eight domestic conferences for deepening and disseminating agenda research

AsIA Humanities Dissemination Center

- Held six educational programs such as ‘2022 Third Cohort of AsIA Local Expert Course’ for adults in their 20s and 30s
- Co-hosted educational programs with the National Museum of Korea and Extension College SNU
- Hosted ‘Azerbaijan - A Country of Fire’ booth at 2022 Gwanak Multiculture Festival
- Uploaded videos of all programs on the YouTube channel and reached 4,100 subscribers

Selected Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kwon, H.I. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Enshrining the Sacred</td>
<td>Peter Lang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>New Democracy and Autocratization in Asia</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon, O.Y. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>The Continent and Mega-Asia</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon, H.I. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>In the Arms of Animals</td>
<td>Podobat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, B.J. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>Imagining Asia: Closed or Open</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, H. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Cities of Asia: A Place of Historicity and Dynamics</td>
<td>CIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seoul Institute &amp;</td>
<td>Pandemic, Response of Cities: The Seoul Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNUAC (Eds.) (2022)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin, B.S. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>Driving Forces and Dynamics toward Mega-Asia</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim, W.J. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities - Northeast Asia</td>
<td>Purungil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim, W.J. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities - West Asia &amp; Central Asia</td>
<td>Purungil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim, W.J. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities - Southeast Asia &amp; South Asia</td>
<td>Purungil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee, J.Y. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>Reading Asia Through Relations and Flows</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, J.H. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>The Imagined Making of a Transitioned Asia as a Region in the 20th Century</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jou, K.C. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>The Ocean and Mega-Asia</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chae, S.H. et al. (2023)</td>
<td>Reconstructing Asia and Asian Identity in the Post-Cold War Era</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Foreign Policy of the Middle Ground States on the Geopolitical Faults in Asia</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huh, J.W. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Regional Organizations in Asia: Dynamics and Tensions</td>
<td>CIR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


People

Director: SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Vice Director: Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Principal of AsIA Humanities Dissemination School: Ho Kim (SNUAC HK Prof)
HK Professor: Heonik Kwon (SNUAC)
HK Research Professors: Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC), Jungwon Huh (SNUAC), Ilhong Ko (SNUAC), Ka Young Ko (SNUAC), Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC), Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC), Haeam Park (SNUAC), Seonyoung Park (SNUAC), Woojin Shim (SNUAC), Dae-yeong Youn (SNUAC), Minjae Zoh (SNUAC)
Administrative Staff: Hyeji Moon (SNUAC), Jinseok Oh (SNUAC)
Co-Researchers: Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology), Kyung-Chul Jou (Dept. of Western History), Byung-Joon Kim (Dept. of Asian History), Jongil Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History), Oh Young Kwon (Dept. of Korean History), Jeong-Hoon Lee (Dept. of Chinese Language & Literature), Beomshik Shin (Dept of Political Sciences & Int’l Relations), Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
Research Assistants: Mihye An, Sanghyun Bae, Abhisheka Dubey, Minhee Huh, Eunsun Jin, Minju Kim, Jinwoo Lee, Subin Lee, Yulim Lee, Youbin Oh, Jeongmin Park, Jihyun Park, Jisoo Park, Junyoung Park
Northeast Asia Center (NEAC)

* Held an academic conference on ‘Memocracy in East Asia: The Challenge of Social Memory Politics’ refocusing on the memory politics and nostalgia culture of Northeast Asia
* Conducted research project ‘North Korea’s Urbanization Strategy in the Kim Jong-un Era’ analyzing the changes of North Korean society through the city (2 workshops, 1 academic conference)
* Published China Perspective, an issue brief on China (3 times annually on politics, diplomacy, economy, and society)
* Held an academic conference on ‘The History of Transport and Mobilities in East Asia’, examining the transborder movement of Northeast Asian people
* Held an academic conference on ‘Comparative approaches to the environmental studies in Asia and Europe’, analyzing the awareness of environmental crisis and responses in Northeast Asia and Europe
* Hosted three book talks for publications on the transborder imagination and transition of thoughts in Northeast Asia
* Organized three lectures and workshops on Northeast Asian politics including topics such as ‘US-China Competition for Hegemony and the Response of Southeast Asia’

Selected Publications


People

Director: Baek-Yung Kim (Dept. of Sociology)
Research Fellows: Haenam Park (SNUAC HK Research Prof.), Taeyoon Kim (SNUAC), Jinmyoung Lee (SNUAC), Jeongkyung Seo (SNUAC)
Co-Researchers: Hyunjung Cho (KAIST), Youngsin Jeong (The Catholic Univ. of Korea), Hansang Kim (Ajou Univ.), Minhwan Kim (Hanshin Univ.), Hyang-A Lee (Gyeongsang Nat’l Univ.), Hyunjong Noh (SNUAC), Jongseok Yoon (Univ. of Seoul)
Research Assistant: Wonkyoo Lee (Dept. of Sociology)
Visiting Researchers: Youngjiip Ahn (SNUAC), Soon-Jick Hong (SNUAC), Lan Jin (SNUAC), Ilhwan Kim (SNUAC), Sujin Lim (SNUAC), Misae Sasano (SNUAC)
Southeast Asia Center (SEAC)

* Hosted an international academic conference on the Myanmar issue, on the topic ‘Spring Revolution and Myanmar’s Long Road Toward National Unity: Beyond the Lasting Conflicts’
* Held Southeast Asia Open Lectures for the public on ‘Myanmar’s History, Culture, and State Formation’
* Held Southeast Asia Invited Lectures 3 times, which invite experts on Southeast Asia for discussing various topics on the region
* Supported Grad. students planning theses on Southeast Asia to foster next-generation scholars
* Published *Is Interest-Free Finance Possible?* as the result of 2018-2020 project ‘Is Islamic Finance an Alternative to Conventional Finance? Principles and Practices of Islamic Finance in Southeast Asia’

Selected Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>New Democracy and Autocratization in Asia</td>
<td>Routledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Foreign Policy of the Middle Ground States on the Geopolitical Faults in Asia</td>
<td>Zininzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. (2023)</td>
<td>A Study on Comprehensive Future Cooperation between Korea and Indonesia</td>
<td>KIEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seoul Institute &amp; SNUAC (Eds.) (2022)</td>
<td>Pandemic, Response of Cities</td>
<td>The Seoul Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. (2022)</td>
<td>Korea-ASEAN Solidarity Initiative: the ROK’s New Foreign Policy to ASEAN under the Yoon’s Administration</td>
<td>ASEAN Insights 4(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, K.H. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Evaluation of the New Souther Policy and Directions for Improvement</td>
<td>National Research Council for Economics, Humanities and Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

People

Director: Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)
Research Fellow: Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC HK Research Prof)
Co-Researcher: Eunhui Eom (Center for Social Sciences)
Research Assistants: Kyungmin Kim (Dept. of Anthropology), Soyoung Lee (Dept. of Anthropology), Joonyoung Park (Dept. of Geography), Seungwoo Yoo (Dept. of Anthropology)
Center for Eurasian and Central Asian Studies (CECAS)

- Published 7 monographs and 2 journal articles
- Held 3 domestic academic conferences and 4 colloquia on the Ukrainian war
- Hosted a colloquium on the Kazakhstan protests
- Held academic seminars on the Comitatus traditions of Central Asia
- Conducted 2 projects commissioned by the Korea Labor and Employment Service; provided personnel management guides for companies that advanced into Uzbekistan and Mongolia

Selected Publications

※ List of all publications available on websites: http://cecas.snu.ac.kr/

Shin, B.S. et al. (2022) Foreign Policy of the Middle Ground States on the Geopolitical Faults in Asia, Zininjin.
Shin, B.S. et al. (2022) Foreign Policy of the Middle Ground States on the Geopolitical Faults in Eurasia, Sapyoung.
Shin, B.S. et al. (2022) Driving Forces and Dynamics toward Mega-Asia, Zininjin.

People

Director: Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)
Co-Researchers: Kayoung Ko (SNUAC), Songha Joo (Zhejiang Univ.), Seungjo Yang (Soongshil Univ.), Minwoo Yun (Gacheon Univ.), Jungsook Park (SNUAC), Ayoung Choi (SNUAC)
Research Assistants: Daehyun Cho (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Subin Lee (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Junseok Lee (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Minki Jung (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Soolim Kang (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)

Center for South Asian Studies (CSAS)

- Held the 13th Korea-SAARC Partnership seminar on “The Future of Regional Development Strategies Applying Convergence Technology”
- Held four colloquia on the power of Asian maps, India’s smart city, one-person company, and Hallyu in South Asia
- PublishedSmart Cities in South Asia: Structure and Direction focusing on India
- Conducted a training program in Korea co-hosted by SNUAC and IIMB (India) entitled ‘Korea Immersion Programme’

Selected Publications

※ List of all publications available on websites: http://csas.snu.ac.kr/

Son, J.R. et al. (2022) Smart Cities in South Asia: Structure and Direction, Zininjin.

People

Director: Sung Yong Kang (Inst of Humanities)
Research Fellows: Yunho Kim (SNUAC), Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC HK Research Prof.)
Research Assistants: Yongjae Kim (Dept. of Religious Studies), Hyojin Park (Dept. of Religious Studies)
Visiting Researchers: Yongju Choi (SNUAC), Yangho Park (SNUAC), Panseok Shin (SNUAC)
West Asia Center (WAS)

* Held four WAS colloquiums (1 book talk, 2 special lectures, 1 screening)
* Sponsored the research meetings of rising scholars and supported El-Naafidha, an underGrad. student organization for studying West Asia
* Visited the Seoul Central Mosque for Islam culture experience
* Published The Arab Spring and Ten Years Thereafter on West Asia’s political and social changes during the 10 years after the Arab Spring
* Conducted field research in Ulsan on Muslim migrants and refugees in Korea
* Conducted international field research for observing Islam religious education in Finland
* Published 10 KCI journal articles, 5 monographs and contributed as expert columnists

Selected Publications

| Koo, G.Y. et al. (2022) | Intangible Cultural Heritage of Asia, Zininzn. |
| Hwang, Y.H. (2022) | Asian Cities: Place for Historicity and Dynamism, CIR. |
| Hwang, Y.H. et al. (2022) | Change in Political and Legal Landscape After Arab Spring, Sechang Publishing Co. |
| Han, H.E. (2022) | A Study on Political Islam in a Secular State, Turkey Followed by the AKP’s 20-Year Ruling, Focusing on Policies Changed by the AKP, Muslim-Christian Encounter 15(2). |

People

Research Fellows: Yuhyun Hwang (SNUAC), Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC HK Research Prof)
Co-Researchers: Soyeon Ahn (SNUAC), Haeun Han (SNUAC), Joosong Lee (SNUAC), Soojeong Yi (SNUAC)
Research Assistants: Hyelim Hwang (Dept. of Anthropology), Jaehun Jeong (SNUAC), Seyeong Kim (Dept. of Western History), Bomi Min (Dept. of Asian Languages & Civilizations)
**Vietnam Center (VC)**

* Constructed database of Vietnamese political elites: collected and coded the biographical information of 327 newly elected central committee members from the 9th (2001-2005) to 12th (2016-2020) terms
* Conducted a commissioned research project and published the labor management guide for Korean companies in Vietnam
* Co-hosted an academic conference with Dept. of Political Science at VNU University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Hanoi, examining East Asian international institutions from the perspective of middle-ground states
* Held an academic seminar and an industry-academia forum (business forum) as part of the commemorative event for the 30th year of Korea-Vietnam relations

**Selected Publications**

※ List of all publications available on websites: [http://vc.snuac.ac.kr/](http://vc.snuac.ac.kr/)


**People**

Director: Jaeyoung Kim (Dept. of Economics)
Co-Researchers: Yongkyun Kim (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)
Research Assistant: Jaeseok Myung (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)

---

**Asia-Africa Center (A AFC)**

* Constructed a DB (website) of experts in African studies for cooperation among regional experts and experts of different disciplines
* Expanded research topics on Africa: Korea’s diplomatic strategies for Africa, development cooperation, studies on conflict areas, etc.
* Held seminars and special lectures: invited Africa experts and researchers from home and abroad, African personage, and planned public seminars
* Constructed a network of African studies: prepared a platform for continued communication among the government, companies, NGOs, and academia
* Sought cooperation and partnerships with major international institutes related to Africa

**Selected Publications**

※ List of all publications available on websites: [http://aafc.snuac.ac.kr/](http://aafc.snuac.ac.kr/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cho, J.H. et al.</td>
<td>Tax Law in South Africa 2023 Duzon TechWill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**People**

Director: Taekyoon Kim (Grad. School of Intl Studies)
Research Fellow: Joonhwa Cho (SNUAC)
Co-Researchers: Bokyung Kim (Grad. School of Intl Studies), Jong-Cheol Kim (SNUAC), Suk-Ki Kong (SNUAC), Yeri Shim (Grad. School of Intl Studies)
Research Assistants: Sol Kim (SNUAC), Yerim Oh (SNUAC)
Visiting Researcher: Kent Kamasumba (SNUAC)
Asia Regional Information Center (ARIC)

* Expanded and developed Factsheets and Country Reports: additionally constructed factsheets based on migration data
* Constructed a statistical database: collected migration data, updated the metadata set, and collected data on the multilayered and multifaceted influences of COVID-19 on the threshold of the post-pandemic era
* Held methodology lectures for fostering capabilities for identifying, processing, and analyzing data that accord with research questions
* Consolidated the cooperation system with centers within SNUAC and institutes tied through MOUs
* Constructed a hub of Asian regional studies: provided results of analyses including datasets and factsheets with comparisons between countries through center website to build the basis for cultural intelligence

Selected Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ko, K.K. (2022)</td>
<td>Understanding the Republic of Korea: Socio-Economic and Administrative System</td>
<td>Moonwoosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko, K.K. &amp; Hong, M.J. (2022)</td>
<td>Data, COVID-19, and Our Future</td>
<td>Moonwoosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seoul Institute &amp; SNUAC (Eds.) (2022)</td>
<td>Pandemic, Response of Cities</td>
<td>The Seoul Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin, M.J., Huh, J.W. et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Family and Caring</td>
<td>Hawoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon, Y.B. &amp; Kim, B. (2022)</td>
<td>Sensitivity of COVID-19 analysis results focusing on data source, time, and region</td>
<td>Asian Journal of Political Science 30(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong, M.J. &amp; Ko, K.K. (2022)</td>
<td>Exploratory Study on Reconstruction and Classification of SDGs Implementation: Focusing on Linkage to Effectiveness of Response to COVID-19</td>
<td>The Korea Association for Policy Studies 31(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong, M.J. &amp; Ko, K.K. (2022)</td>
<td>Impact of Assumptions of Contingent Valuation Methods on the Size of the Willingness to Pay of Ecosystem</td>
<td>The Korea Association for Policy Studies 31(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

People

Director: Kilkon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration)
Research Fellow: Jungwon Huh (SNUAC HK Research Prof)
Co-Researcher: Ran Kim (Korea Ins't of Public Administration)
Research Assistants: Minjun Hong (Grad. School of Public Administration), Dao Hung (Grad. School of Public Administration), Bum Kim (Grad. School of Public Administration), Juran Kim (Grad. School of Public Administration), Kyungdong Kim (Grad. School of Public Administration), Doeun Lee (Grad. School of Public Administration), Jeongmin Park (Grad. School of Public Administration)
Center for Asian Urban Societies (CAUS)

* Conducted 2nd year research for the NRF Institute Programs in the Humanities & Social Sciences (2021.9.1.~2022.8.31): A Study on Urban Transitional Strategy for Sharing City to Overcome Speculative Urbanization

* Continued to work with ‘Network for Sharing Urban Policy & Knowledge’, an urban policy-information network consisting of diverse parties (researchers, activists, policy makers, etc.) based on new discourses and practical strategies for urban transition

* Held 5 international conferences with UN Habitat, UCL, Lund Univ. (Sweden), etc.

* Held on/offline academic events (4 conferences, 6 colloquiums, 3 workshops, 3 monthly academic meetings, 6 joint seminars, 2 policy forums)

* Conducted field research (field survey, in-depth interview of 33 people), held an exhibition for sharing city, and published 6 webzines

Selected Publications


Paek, Y.S. (2022) An Examination of Heritage from the Perspective of Authorised Dictatorial Discourse - A Focus on the Heritage Politics during the Park Chung Hee Regime -. Journal of Cultural and Historical Geography 34(3).

Paek, Y.S. (2022) The Formation and Change of Refugee Discourse from the Perspective of Governmobility - A Study on the Keywords of Newspaper Articles about Afghanistan Special Contributors -. Journal of Cultural and Historical Geography 34(2).


People

Director: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)
Co-Researchers: Kwangsuk Lee (Seoul Nat’l Univ. of Science & Technology), Sanghun Lee (Hanshin Univ), Junho Yang (Incheon Nat’l Univ)
Research Fellows: Seoungwon Lee (SNUAC), Yilsoon Paek (SNUAC), Hanbyul Shim (SNUAC)
Researcher: Minyoung Lee (SNUAC)
Research Assistants: Jisu Hong (Dept. of Environmental Planning), Jiseok Moon (Dept. of Environmental Planning), Yangbeom Park (SNUAC)
Visiting Researchers: Didi (Kyoung-ae) Han (Andong Nat’l Univ), Jihoon Park (Chung-Ang Univ)
Center for Hallyu Studies (CHS)

* Held ‘CHS 100 min. Talk’ 8 times, inviting published authors of timely and significant studies on Hallyu and Korean popular culture for 100 minutes of presentation and discussion
* Held an international conference ‘Is Netflix Riding the Korean Wave or Vice Versa?’
* Held a round table talk on ‘Race and Gender in K-Pop’

Selected Publications

| Min, W.J. (2022) | Borderline Conflicts between Countries in Latin America: Chile, Bolivia and Peru. Asian Journal of Latin American Studies/Latin American Studies Association of Korea 35(1). |

People

Director: Seok-Kyeong Hong (Dept. of Communication)
Research Fellow: Wonjung Min (SNUAC)
Co-Researchers: Soo-Ah Kim (Dept. of Communication), Sojeong Park (Ins’t of Communication Research)
Research Assistant: Yoojin Park (Dept. of Communication)

Future Earth Program (FEP)

* Participated in 2022 global Future Earth Assembly in Paris, France
* Hosted 2 sessions at 2022 SRI Congress (COVID-19, Governance and Migrant Workers: Hindsight, Insight & Foresight; Harnessing Transdisciplinary in Sustainability Research and Education: Open Thermodynamic Systems Framework)
* Selected by ‘Future Earth’ Korea-Japan-China A3 Foresight Program (Climate Change Research Hub Networking for Activating Northeast Asian Future Earth, research project supported by the NRF)
* Authored chapters 1, 8, and 12 in Pandemic, Response of Cities
* Published a special issue in the forum for Geographic Review, an international journal
* Held 6 Brown Bag Seminars every last Thursday of the month on ‘An Easy Approach to Traditional Knowledge and Complex Systems Thinking’

Selected Publications


People

Director: Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural Systems Engineering)
Research Fellow: Gowoon Kim (SNUAC)
Co-Researchers: Yoosoon An (Ins’t for Korean Regional Studies), Endo Andriesse (Dept. of Geography), Jungwon Huh (SNUAC HK Research Prof.), Kilkon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration)
Civil Society and NGOs Program (CSP)

* Held 6 workshops in 2022 Asia Civil Society Workshop Series
* Studied responses to COVID-19 and the post-pandemic society: completed the manuscript for 2020 book project, authored a chapter in a book published overseas, and published KCI journal articles
* Conducted research on the decline of Korean civil society movement: provided critical reflection and alternative suggestions
* Strengthened international network: gave joint lectures with Toyo Univ. and Kyushu Univ., and hosted workshop series

**Selected Publications**

※ List of all publications available on websites: [http://csp.snu.ac.kr/](http://csp.snu.ac.kr/)


**People**

Director: Hyun-Chin Lim (SNUAC)

Research Fellow: Suk-Ki Kong (SNUAC)

Co-Researchers: Wonjee Cho (Jeonbuk Inst’), Jinhee Kim (KEDI), Taekyoon Kim (Grad. School of Int’l Studies), Youngchoon Kim (UNIST)

Research Assistants: Jisu Hong (Interdisciplinary Program on Comparative Literature), Haewon Kim (Dept. of Sociology), Jiwoo Kim (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)

Asian Developmental Model Program (ADMP)

* Categorized developing countries for constructing Asian developmental model
* Systematically analyzed the diversity and common factors of Asian developing countries
* Studied the changes in global Capitalist order and the rise of Asian developmental model
* Conducted research on change and continuity of the East Asian developmental model after the global recession
* Conducted research on the change and innovation in East Asian developing countries in the post-pandemic era
* Conducted comparative research on East Asian developing countries’ policy on the semi-conductor industry

**Selected Publications**

※ List of all publications available on websites: [http://admp.snu.ac.kr/](http://admp.snu.ac.kr/)


**People**

Director: Haeran Lim (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)

Co-Researchers: Hanna Cho (The Inst of Korean Political Studies), Joohyoung Ji (Kyungnam Univ.), Yongkyun Kim (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations), Seungjoo Lee (ChungAng Univ.), Weangwi Lee (Apou Univ.), Hyun-Chin Lim (SNUAC), Sangwoo Yoon (DongA Univ.)

Research Assistant: Kyulin Cho (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Exchange and Cooperation in the Asian World Program (ECAWP)

* Held a seminar series on ‘Re-examining Concepts’
* Held a seminar series on ‘Diasporic Groups in Ancient Korean Peninsula’
* Hosted a domestic academic conference on ‘Making Mega-Asia: Movement of People, Things, and Ideas’
* Operated ‘GIS Workshop for Archaeological Studies’
* Held seminars for various case studies in exchanges of ‘people, things, and ideas’

Selected Publications


People

Director: Oh Young Kwon (Dept. of Korean History)
Research Fellow: Ilhong Ko (SNUAC HK Research Prof.)
Co-Researchers: Byung-Joon Kim (Dept. of Asian History), Jongil Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History), Eunbyul Ko (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History)
Research Assistants: Hyunseo Cho (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History), Youngeun Choi (Dept. of Korean History), Jisun Han (Dept. of Korean History), Minju Kim (Dept. of Korean History)

Program on Asia’s Intellectual Values (PAIV)

* Explored the formation of legal systems in ancient East Asia
* Reconstructed Asia’s intellectual values based on newly found materials
* Promoted new understanding of East Asian Confucianism through reinterpreting classics
* Explored Asian ideal society and recognition of community
* Sought social dissemination of research in Asia’s intellectual values

Selected Publications


People

Director: Byung-Joon Kim (Dept. of Asian History)
Co-Researchers: Seongyeop Hwang (Dept. of Korean Language & Literature), Jihyun Kim (Dept. of Religious Studies), Junghwan Lee (Dept. of Aesthetics)
Research Assistants: Mihye An (Dept. of Asian History), Yunmi Bang (Dept. of Asian History), Eunhyeh Hong (Dept. of Asian History), Jieun Kim (Dept. of Asian History)
The people in this section have been noted by their names and affiliations in alphabetical order. Titles were excluded. SNU professors were noted by their departments, and SNUAC researchers by SNUAC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event/Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/7</td>
<td>SNUAC, IPUS, 4-Plus Innovations for the Future Land Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; North Korea’s administrative divisions and place names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gilhyeok Kim (Pusan Nat’t U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/14</td>
<td>SNUAC, IPUS, 4-Plus Innovations for the Future Land Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; North Korea’s Economy and Desirable North Korea Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Byeonjeong Kim (Dept. of Economics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/15</td>
<td>PAIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; North Korea’s Natural Ecology and Inter-Korean Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sojeong Myeong (Korea Environment Inst)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/18</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; The Sociology of Hallyu Pop Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vincenzo Cicchelli (Università de Paris / Gepe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sylvie Octobre (French Ministry of Culture, Centre Max Weber)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/19</td>
<td>CHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Book Talk&gt; The Sociology of Hallyu Pop Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jiyoon Kim (Yonsei U.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>ARIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Workshop&gt; Networks and Flows in Asia: Evidence-based regional studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dong-Moon Seol (Chonbuk Nat’l U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dong-Hyun Im (Dept. of Sociology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chan S. Suh (Chung-Ang U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yong Kyun Kim (Dept. of Political Science and Intl Relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yonkyu Shin (Dept. of Sociology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Won-Ho Park (Dept. of Political Science and Intl Relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jonghee Park (Dept. of Political Science and Intl Relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heonik Iwon (SNUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/2</td>
<td>PAIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; On the Confusion Caused by Similar Forms in Qin Characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sohwa Lee (Chungbuk Natl U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>SNAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar&gt; Indian Community in Singapore and its Implication for Korea’s New Southern Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yongjip Ahn (The former Korean ambassador to Singapore and Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>WAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Book Talk&gt; The mind that records others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sujeon Lee (SNUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/6-4/9</td>
<td>CHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Int’l Conference&gt; is Netflix Riding the Korean Wave or Vice Versa?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dal Yong Jin (Simon Fraser U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julie Escunigian (Sorbonne Paris Nord U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniela Mazur (Federal Fluminense U.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melina Meimandis (Federal Fluminense U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Rios (Federal Fluminense U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/11</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; Networks and Flows in Asia: Evidence-based regional studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taekyoon Kim (GSIS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jinsang Lee (State U. of New York)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>SNAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar&gt; A Comparative Study on Land Reform in North Korea and North Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yusun An (Inst for Korean Regional Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/14</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; Mass mobilization in Myanmar’s military junta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gihong Moon (Inst of Global Area Studies, Pukyong Nat’l U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/15</td>
<td>CAUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; How Gangnam became an object of happiness – an affective critique of Gangnam hegemony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Junsook Shin (SNUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeonghun Ko (Seoul Nat’l U.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/18</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; Regional Structure of North Korean Industry and Inter-Korean Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeonghun Lee (GRK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/19</td>
<td>HKT Mega-Asia Research Project Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; Cold War Crucible: The Korean Conflict and the Postwar World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masuda Hajimu (Nat’l U. of Singapore)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/20</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar&gt; Mutual Perception and Invisible Boundaries in Asia: A Comparative Analysis of South Korea and Other Asian Countries in Perceiving Nafit Influence and Individual Acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jiyoon Kim (Yonsei U.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/21</td>
<td>WAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; Transitional Justice in Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eunhee Kim (Korea Natl Defense U)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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504
AAC

<Seminar> Tanzania’s Solar Smart Village, Grid, and Mobility Case Study on the Potential for Local Development Using Appropriate Technologies

Sung-Hoon Ahn (Dept. of Mechanical Engineering)

504
CSP

<Workshop> Civic engagement, learning through school-community partnerships

Marcella Milana (U. of Verona)

505
NEAC

<Workshop> Comparative Urbanism and Its Implications for North Korean Urban Studies

Jin-tae Hwang (Ins’t for Nat’l Unification)

505
SNUAC

<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar> Model Military Museums: North Korean Art & Diplomacy in Egypt

Kariee Bergendorff (Duke U.)

505
VAC

<Special Lecture> Muslim-Christian Relationship in the Ottoman Period

Eun Jeong Yi (Dept. of Asian History)

505
CSAS

<Colloquium> Solopreneurs for Generation MZ

Yongju Choi (Hongik U.)

506
AAC

<Workshop> Ocean and Mega Asia

Kyung-Chul Jou (Dept. of Western History) Oh Young Kwon (Dept. of Korean History) Jongho Kim (Inst for East Asian Studies at Sogang U.) Ihong Ko (SNUAC) Yunyoung Park (Dept. of Korean History) Heejeong Kang (Institute for East Asian Studies at Sogang U.) Seungwon Song (Kyungkuk U. of Foreign Studies) Woonhyeyung Yeo (Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations) Sung Hee Ru (Hanlyung U.) Minyoung Lee (Dept. of Western History)

506
SNUAC

<Workshop> The Continent and Mega Asia


507
CSAS

<Colloquium> How Netflix is creating a Korean Wave

Sejeong Park (SNUAC)

507
VAC

<Book Talk> Social enterprises and their ecosystems in Japan, social networks and labor market

Akira Yonesawa (Meijiyakedu) Yasutaka Fukui (Nagoya U.)

508
ECAWP

<Special Lecture> The Establishment of Jiaozugun County in the Northern and Southern Dynasties of China

Yongchan Kim (Jeonbuk Nat’l U.)

508
SNUAC

<Conference> Immigration Policy Forum in celebration of the 15th Int’l People’s Day. Immigration policy redesign plan for a rising Republic of Korea

Juhee Suk (SNUAC) Yongsung Bang (Yongsung U.)

509
NEAC, The Korean Society for German History

<Conference> Comparative Approaches to the Environmental Studies in Asia and Europe


510
PAN

<Book Talk> "The Making of Civil Service Examination System in China"

Wonsoo Ha (Sungkyunkwan University)

510
SNLAC, IPUS, 4-Plus Innovations for the Future Land Space

<Special Lecture> Freedom and Unity

Uk Ryu (SNU Prof Emeritus)

511
CHS


Crystal S. Anderson (George Mason U.) Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC) Dongwook Kim (Grad. School of Public Administration) Jeongwoo Lee (UCL) Min-Jung Park (KMYC) Jin-young Lee (inha U.)

511
SNUAC

<IAA> A Comparative Study on Mountain Culture among Korea, China and Japan: Focused on Mountain Myth and Historical Nature of Mt. Jirisan, Taishan and Fujisan-Hakusan

Jungwon Park (Korea Nat’l Mountaineering Center)

512
CSP

<Seminar> The King’s Man: Central Asian Comitus Traditions and Kafkulu

Yonghee Lee (Yankuk U. of Foreign Studies)

513
SNUAC

<IAA> 6th Study on Ancient Sources

Tianjiang Cao (Qinghua U.) Haobo Huang (Wuhan U.) Hoyoung Chang (Beijing U.)
6/15  NEAC  
<Colloquium> Shoes of the Sky:  
Microhistory of 18th Century Joseon's  
Civilization Transformation  
Jin Hyun Kim (Inst for Future Strategy)  
Ho Kim (SNUAC)  
Kwang Chul (Korea U.)

6/15  CAUS  
<Colloquium> Spatial Planning  
Challenges in Courier Cities: Focusing  
on Object Mobility Micro-Practical  
Behavioral Landscapes  
Riwon Kim (Grad. School of  
Environmental Studies)

6/15  SNUAC  
<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar>  
Gender, Class and Race: reception and  
Reinterpretation of Korean Wave as a  
Pop Culture Text in Latin America  
Seohoon Chang (Donga U.)

6/16  NEAC  
<Workshop> Sociological Research Practice  
Baek-Yung Kim (Dept. of Sociology)  
Haenam Park (SNUAC)

6/16  ARIC, SEAC  
<Workshop> Seoul Nat’l University  
Asia Center South East Asia Center  
10th Anniversary Myanmar Research  
Workshop: Why, how, and why should  
we study Myanmar now?  
Jin Hyun Kim (Inst for Future Strategy)  
Junyoung Jang (Hankuk U. of Foreign  
Studies & Int’l Relations)

6/16  CHS  
<Book Talk> Korean Wave in South Asia  
Mary Ansline (The U. of Nottingham)

6/17  ADMP, CSP  
<Special Lecture> Complementarity  
in Asian Regional Integration: From  
Supply Chains to Knowledge Networks  
Dennis McNamara (Georgetown U.)

6/17  NEAC  
<Workshop> Exploring the Paths of  
Urbanization in North Korea: focusing  
on the Spatial Structure and Social  
Relationships of Big Cities in the Border  
Region  
Sehoon Chang (Donga U.)

6/17  HKit* Mega-Asia Research Project Group  
<Workshop> Asia’s Heritage Trend:  
Internal and External Perspectives  
Jong Il Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art  
History)  
John Carman (U. of Birmingham)  
Susan Whitley (U. of EastAnglia)  
Hyunju Lee (Inkuk U. of Foreign Studies)  
Alisa Santikam (U. of Cambridge)  
J. Eva Mehtani (U. of Cambridge)  
Minjoe Joo (SNUAC)  
Douglas O’Reilly (Australian Nat’l U)  
Alison Carter (Oregon U.)  
Louse Shawan (U. of Melbourne)  
Aliisa Stevens (U. of Cambridge)  
Benjamin Lin (U. of Cambridge)  
Ilhoung Ko (SNU)  
Junyoung Park (SNU)

6/18  SEAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)

6/18  CAUS  
<Colloquium> Urban commons as post-  
capitalist practices beyond capital,  
state, and community: focusing on the  
value struggles and reproductive/care  
practices of the precariat movements  
in Tokyo and Seoul  
Kyunghee Han(SJ)

7/1  NEAC  
<Special Lecture> Competing Superpowers,  
Globalization and the World order  
Kikuchi Tomo(ma(Waseda U.)

7/2-7/3  ECAWP  
<Workshop> GS Workshop for  
Archaeological and Historical Research  
Woo Jin Shim (SNUAC)

7/4  ECAWP  
<Special Lecture> The Refugees of  
Koguryo and Baekje in the capital  
of Tang dynasty - focusing on their  
residency and burial site  
Su Jin Kim (Dept. of Korean History)

7/6  ARIC, HKit* Mega-Asia Research Project Group  
<Workshop> Networks and Flows in  
Asia: Evidence-based regional studies  
Jae Yool Yee (Dept. of Sociology)  
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)

7/6  PANY  
<Special Lecture> Different shapes of  
Qin characters according to the areas  
Sohwa Lee (Chungbuk Nat’l U.)

7/6  NEAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)

7/7  HKit* Mega-Asia Research Project Group  
<Workshop> History Postwar Asia: Searching for  
“Postwar” Asia  
Beomshik Shin (SNUAC)  
Yumi Moon (SNUAC)  
Dominic Meng-Hsiun Yang (U. of  
Missouri at Columbia)  
Phi-Van Nguyen (U. de Saint-Boniface)  
Dae-Young Youm (SNUAC)  
Sung Yong Kang (SNUAC)  
Robert D. Crewe (Stanford U.)  
Ji-Hyung Jang (the Asian Inst)  
Yong-Chool Ha (Stanford U.)  
Ashway Kumar (Stanford U.)  
Minjae Zoh (SNUAC)  
Haek-Jae Kim (SNU IPUS)  
Hyeon Kyung Lee (Hankuk U. of Foreign  
Studies)  
(Ila Muzaffar(RIS))

7/11  Tac  
<Workshop> Urban Commons  
Workshop for the 2022 Shared Cities  
Explo and Commons Network Forum  
Myungsik Choi (KRHS)  
Heejin Choi (Pinecone Commons)  
Hungyo Jang (Sungkonghoe U.)  
Yuncheol Kim (Kyunghee U.)

7/12  NEAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)

7/13  CAUS  
<Colloquium> Urban commons as post-  
capitalist practices beyond capital,  
state, and community: focusing on the  
value struggles and reproductive/care  
practices of the precariat movements  
in Tokyo and Seoul  
Kyunghee Han(SJ)

7/15  NEAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)

7/19  PANY  
<Special Lecture> Imagining Asia : Open  
and Closed  
Byung-joon Kim (SNU)  
Bumjin Koo (SNU)

7/19  NEAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)

7/23  ARIC, HKit* Mega-Asia Research Project Group  
<Workshop> Networks and Flows in  
Asia: Evidence-based regional studies  
Jae Yool Yee (Dept. of Sociology)  
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)

7/26-7/27  ECAWP  
<Workshop> Imagining Asia: Open  
and Closed  
Byung-joon Kim (SNU)  
Bumjin Koo (SNU)

7/28-7/29  SNUAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)

7/29  ARIC, HKit* Mega-Asia Research Project Group  
<Workshop> Networks and Flows in  
Asia: Evidence-based regional studies  
Jae Yool Yee (Dept. of Sociology)  
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)

7/29  NEAC  
<Workshop> field study in Vietnam  
Kyounghee Choi (SNUAC)  
Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)
8/16
ECAWP
<Special Lecture> The transition of the ancient tombs of Doraean' from Baeje in the Kinal region of Japan

Dong-gyu Lee (Senshu U.)

8/22-8/25
CSAS
<br>Workshop> Algoracy vs. Light Community: New Challenges for Korean Local Community

Sukki Kong (SNUAC)

8/26
HK* Mega-Asia Research Project Group
<br>Workshop> Regional Change and Regional Imaginaries in Asia in the 20th Century

Yeongseo Baek (Yonsei U.)
Oksun Lee (_hit)
Dabeong Ju (Hankuk U. of Foreign Studies)
Sejin Jeong (Hanyang U.)
Jinseok Choi (SNU of Science & Technology)
Dae-yeong Yoon (SNUAC)
Jonguk Hong (Inst of Humanities)
Jiun Baek (IPUS)
Jeonghun Lee (Dept. of Chinese Language & Literature)

8/30
ARIC
<br>Conference> 21st Century Power of Forming Mega Asia, New Continentalism and New-Maritimism

Beom-shik Shin (SNU)
Jun Gu Lee (Hanyang U.)
Sung Woo Lee (Kijami table)
Chung Yeol Lee (Korea U.)
Dooho Shim (Shunshin Women's U.)
Changju Lee (Apu U.)
Wonyong Sung (Incheon Nat'l U.)
Il Hyun Kim (Kyungpook Nat'l U.)
Kyoungjuchoi (Seju Nat'l U.)
Sung joong Kang (SNUAC)
Kyung Hee Choi (SNUAC)
Heonik Kwon (SNUAC)
Ho Kim (SNUAC)

9/1
NEAC, Korean Social History Association
<br>Special Lecture> “Dasan Saseo”
Ilgyun Jeong (Dept. of Sociology)

9/3
PAV
<br>Book Talk> “Tang Code: Its general and special discussion”

Tae-gmin Kim (Korea U.)

9/13
ECAWP
<br>Conference> 7th Study on Ancient East Asian Law: Using New Historical Sources

Yasunaga Tomaoki (Kyoto U.)
Chen Wei (Wuhan U.)
Byung-joon Kim (Dept. of Asian History)

9/15
SNUAC
<br>Seminar> Beyond Conflict, Towards Peace: Coexistence and Cooperation

Ho Kim (SNUAC)
Hee-ryong Won (SNUAC)
Gye-yeong Youn (SNUAC)
Ka Young Ko (SNUAC)

9/16
CAUS
<br>Colloquium> How does repeated unpredictability become inequality? An exploration of time and space among short-term workers in Seoul

Yoonae Han (LSU)

9/17
CAUS
<br>Colloquium> Financial Commons

Kyeongae Han (SNUAC) et al.

9/19-9/20
AAC
<br>Special Lecture> Youth unemployment and entrepreneurship training in Africa: Focusing on the case of Rwanda

Seon-mi Sin (Inst on Local Immigration Policy and Development)

9/20
CSAS, HK* Mega-Asia Research Project Group
<br>Conference> 21st Century Power of Forming Mega Asia, New Continentalism and New-Maritimism

Sung Yong Kang (SNU)

9/22
AAC
<br>Special Lecture> Forging De-ethnicized Nati identity (Tanzania): A Great Contribution Made by Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyere

Togobani Edrisi Maswina (The Tanzanian Ambassador to Korea)

9/23
NEAC, The Manchurian Studies Association
<br>Conference> The History of Transport and Mobilities in East Asia

Su Jin Lim (SNUAC)

9/30
AAC
<br>Conference> Forming Mega Asia, New Continentalism and New-Maritimism

Sung Yong Kang (SNU)

9/31
SEAC
<br>Workshop> ASEAN Insights with SNUAC

Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
Gi Bong Moon (Asian Business Center)

9/27
AAC
<br>Seminar> Health System for Entrepreneurs & Family Businesses

Sun-Young Kim (Dept. of Health Science)

9/28
AAC
<br>Seminar> Health System for Entrepreneurs & Family Businesses

Sun-Young Kim (Dept. of Health Science)

9/29
AAC
<br>Workshop> Management Programme for Entrepreneurs & Family Businesses

Sung Yong Kang (SNU)

9/30
SNUAC
<br>Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar>
South Korea's Foreign Aid Policy towards Africa: The cases of DR Congo and Rwanda.

Joohwa Cho (SNUAC)

10/1
CSAS
<br>Workshop> Management Programme for Entrepreneurs & Family Businesses

Sung Yong Kang (SNU)

10/2
CAUS
<br>Seminar> New perspective on urbanization in ancient world: “delicate urbanism” of the Early Iron Age north of Alps

Jin-oh Kim (U. of Cambridge)

10/3
CAUS
<br>Seminar> New perspective on urbanization in ancient world: “delicate urbanism” of the Early Iron Age north of Alps

Jin-oh Kim (U. of Cambridge)

10/4-10/1
CAUS
<br>Seminar> New perspective on urbanization in ancient world: “delicate urbanism” of the Early Iron Age north of Alps

Jin-oh Kim (U. of Cambridge)

10/16
ECAWP
<br>Seminar> Health System for Entrepreneurs & Family Businesses

Sun-Young Kim (Dept. of Health Science)

10/17
AAC
<br>Seminar> Health System for Entrepreneurs & Family Businesses

Sun-Young Kim (Dept. of Health Science)

10/18
SNUAC
<br>Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar>
South Korea's Foreign Aid Policy towards Africa: The cases of DR Congo and Rwanda.

Joohwa Cho (SNUAC)

10/19
SNUAC
<br>Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar>
South Korea's Foreign Aid Policy towards Africa: The cases of DR Congo and Rwanda.

Joohwa Cho (SNUAC)
<Book Talk> Beyond the Black and White TV
Benjamin Han (Tulane U.)

<Conference> 2022 Academic Forum on Commons and legalization of Social Value
Seoungwon Lee (SNUAC)
Sujin Kim (KRH-S)
Yeoil Yoon (Jeju Nat’l U.)
Hanbyul Shim (SNUAC)

<Workshop> Wings of Pengsae, Civilization Contour in Asia
SangJun Kim (Kyung Hee U.)

<Conference> Int’l Conference, 2022 Asia Culture Dissemination Center
Junyeol Lee (IDS)
Kyoung Koo (SNUAC)

<Conference> Int’l Institutions in East Asia Revisited from Korean and Vietnamese Perspectives
Pham Quốc Thanh (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)
Bo Ram Iwon (Korea Inst for Defense Analyses)
Trần Thị Quang Hoa (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)
Lê Đỗ Hạnh (Korea Inst for Defense Analyses)
Phùng Chí Kiên (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)
Nguyễn Thị Hồng (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)
Phạm Quốc Thành (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)
Jyhui Lee (Export-Import Bank of Korea)
Phạm Quốc Thanh (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)
Kyoung Jang (Kyounggi U.)
Nguyễn Thu Hằng (VNU U. of Social Sciences & Humanities, Hanoi)

<Conference> Mega-Asia Research Project
Chandhit Sawangnate (Chulalongkorn U.)
Jidapa Meepien (Chulalongkorn U.)
Nguyễn Thị Nhã (Chulalongkorn U.)
Thazin La (Burnet Institute, Myanmar)
Toe Than Tun (Community Partners Training Center)
Kesone Kanhalikham (Nat’l U. of Laos)
Sithivong Xayavong (Ministry of Public Health, Thailand)
Charung Muangchana (Ministry of Public Health, Thailand)
Sok Serey (U. of Phnom Penh)
Mao Romnea (U. of Puthisastra)
Kao Houth Beang (责任制, Cambodia)
Vilay Chanthoum (Ministry of Health, Laos)
Jongwon Huh (SNUAC)
Eunjeong Lee (SNU)
Hojai Jung (Nat’l U. of Singapore)
Joonyeol Lee (U. of Sussex)
Eunhong Park (Sung Kong Heo U.)
Bum Kim (SNUAC)
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar
Jong-il Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History)
Seokjin Choi (Former Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to Azerbaijan)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
Boram Shin (Jeonbuk Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
Youngmo Hwang (Jeonbuk Inst)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> The Many Faces of Transgender People in Modern Japan
Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

<Conference> 2022 Asia Culture Festival, Azerbaijan - Land of Fire
Huisu Lee (Hanyang U.)
Eungyeong Oh (Dongduk Women’s U.)
Jongil Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History)
Seokjin Choi (Former Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to Azerbaijan)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Understanding Korea’s Immigration Policy and Nat’l Competitiveness in the Global Era
Dongkwan Kang (Migration Research & Training Center)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Understanding Korea’s Immigration Policy and Nat’l Competitiveness in the Global Era
Dongkwan Kang (Migration Research & Training Center)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> The Many Faces of Transgender People in Modern Japan
Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> The Many Faces of Transgender People in Modern Japan
Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)

<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations
<Special Lecture> Neither male nor female, a third gender: Hijra, a South Asian sexual minority
Gyeonghak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.)
11/7
CSAS
<Colloquium> Secrets of Wealth and Power: Leadership and Asia in Action
E-Je Kim (Jeongin Nat’l U. of Education)

11/8
SNUAC
<Seminar> African Literature and the Cultural Identity of the Colonized
Young Mock Lee (Dept. of French Language & Literature)

11/8
SNUAC
<Seminar> Interim presentation of the 2021 Asian Fundamental Research Projects

11/9
WAC, H*+ Mega-Asia Research Project Group
<Conference> Intl Book Symposium on “Empire and Righteous Nation: 600 Years of China-Korea Relations” by Professor Odd Arne Westad
Hue-Tam Ho Tai (Harvard U)
Hajimu Matsuda (Natl U. of Singapore)
Avram Avog (Langara College)
Chang Joon Oh (SNU)
Kwon Heonik
Ho Kim (SNUAC)
Ko Ihong (SNUAC)

11/10
CSP
<Conference> Inequality and Inclusion in Post-COVID-19
Suk-Ki Kang (SNUAC)
Hyun-Chin Lim (SNUAC)
Young-Choon Kim (UNIST)
Ilki Kim (Dongguk U.)
Honggyu Park (SNUAC)
Keunsu Ahn (Academy of Korean Studies)

11/10
SNUAC
<Conference> New Challenges for Cities: Addressing Climate Change and Creating Commons
Bae-Gyon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)
Seoungwon Lee (SNUAC)
Hyun Chul Shin (SNUAC)
Kyung-hai Han (SNUAC)

11/11
CALS
<Conference> How Migrants are Saving Democracy in the Time of COVID-19
Johanna O. Zulueta (Toyo U.)

11/12
FIV
<Special Lecture> Conceptions of the Anomalous and the Strange in Warring States China
David Hogue (Chicago U.)

11/13
CAUS
<Conference> Power: Leadership and Asia in Action
Young-Mock Lee (Dept. of Political Science & Intl Relations)

11/13
CAUS
<Conference> Broader solidarity and collaboration to restore public space

11/14
SNUAC
<Conference> Memocracy in East Asia: The Challenge of Social Memory Politics

11/15
SNUAC
<Conference> Political Economy of Vietnam’s Economic Reform after Doi Moi / History of Korean Firms’ Investment to Vietnam: Retrospective and Prospect

11/16
VC
<Conference> Making MegaAsia: Movement of People · Objects · Ideas

11/16
SNUAC

11/17
SNUAC
<Conference> Inequality and Inclusion in Post-COVID-19

11/19
ECAWP, HK*+ Mega-Asia Research Project Group
<Conference> Making MegaAsia: Movement of People · Objects · Ideas
Jong-il Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History)
Oh Young-kwon (Dept. of Korean History)
Sulim Park (Dept. of Geography)
Kyung-Chul Jou (Dept. of Western History)
Ho Kim (SNUAC)

11/20
SNUAC
<Conference> Making MegaAsia: Movement of People · Objects · Ideas

11/21
CAUS
<Conference> DiverseAsia, Dept. of Asian Languages and Civilizations

11/21
SNUAC
<Special Lecture> Indonesian’s LGBT community faces a wave of prejudice and hate
Yeon Lee (HUF)
<Conference> Ukrainian-Russian War: The Situation of War and Changes in the Int’l Situation

Beomsik Shin (SNUAC), Kyuhoed Kim (Kookmin U. of Foreign Studies), Yunhee Kang (Kookmin U.), Minwoo Yoon (Gachon U.), Jinho Doo (Korea Inst for Defense Development), Jeongho Park (KEPI), Changju Lee (Apo U.)

11/22

CSP

<Workshop> Democracy Movements in Hong Kong New Challenges Ahead

Kimman Chan (Nat’l Chengchi U.)

11/22

SNUAC

<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar> “Introduction of the Creative Application of Marxism-Leninism and its Political Implications

Gyu Bum Kim (Peking U.)

11/22

SNUAC

<Workshop> Meso-Neso Rice Workshop


11/25-11/26

ARC, HK+ Mega-Asia Research Project Group, WAC

<int Conference> Labor Migration, Trans-Nattism, and Identities in Asia

Janet Hoskins (U. of Southern California), Yoonhee Kang (SNU), Bo Hyung Seo (Yonsei U.), Nguyen Nguyet Anh (U. of Social Sciences & Humanities), June Hee Kwon (Sacramento State U.), Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology), Haisong Park (SNU), Hyun Hee Kim (Yonsei U.), Hyun Mee Kim (Yonsei U.), Anna Lim (Kangwon Nat’l U.), Su Kook-Yoon-Kwun (HongKongBaptist U.), Hyeaen Lee (Columbia U.), Olga Fedoreiko (SNU), SeoGunghee Han (Inst of Gender and Culture), KyungHak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l U.), Etsuko Kato (Inst of Christian Culture), Jungwon Huh (Inst of Social Welfare), Seungwo Yu (Dept. of Anthropology), Jaesik Kim (SNU), Jeewhan Park (SNU), Dong-Khoon Seo (Seoul Nat’l U.), Jongseok Yoon (U. of Seoul), Gi Yeon Koo (Dept. of Anthropology), Kyungmin Park (dept. of Anthropology), Seung Ock Lee (Dept. of Anthropology), Heesung Hwang (SNU), Eunjeong Lee (Dept. of Anthropology), Doyoung Jo (Dept. of Anthropology), Vittoria Scotton (LSI), Takeda Hibiki (Kyoto U.)

11/28

SNUAC, The Council of Mayor-Provincial governor of South-North Korea Border area, IPUS, Dept. of Geography, 4-Plus Innovations for the Future Land Space,

<int Conference> Carbon Neutrality in the Borderlands and Sustainability in North Korea and the Korean Peninsula - Exploring Possibilities and Alternatives

Jeonghun Lee (CRG), Jaeyeong Ko (CRG), Jintae Hwang (KNU), Raeyheon Kim (NDFS), Syeong Myeong (KES)

11/29

SNUAC

<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar> A Study on Political Islam in Turkey: In view of AKP’s Stance and Policy on Women’s Movement

Ho-Eun Han (SNUAC)

11/29

CHS

<Book Talk> “K-pop Dance

Chuyun Oh (San Diego State U.)

11/30

CALIS

<Colloquium> “Interconnected Worlds of East-Asian Electronics Global Production Networks After the Pandemic

Henry Yeung (Nat’l U. of Singapore)

12/1

FEP

<Seminar> Faith Communities and Sustainability: Buddhist Perception & Practice

Wimal Hewamanage (U. of Colombo)

12/2

SNUAC, the Philippines Asian Center, U. of the Philippines Korea Research Center, Korea Foundation

<Workshop> Multiple Connections between the Philippines and the Korean Peninsula

Participating Universities in 6 Panels


12/7

CECAS

<Conference> Ukraine: Refugees Who Went to Poland

Seungk Lee (Jagellonian U.)

12/8

PAN

<Special Lecture> “A Study on the Human Exchange between Shandong Peninsula and East Asia in the Early 10th Century through Dingnan Yeosunwol" Joo-eun Park (Tokyo U.)

12/15

SNUAC

<Workshop> Asian Studies at SNUAC

Soon Park (Dept. of Geography), Baek-Yong Kim (Dept. of Sociology), Suhyong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology), Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science and Int’l Relations), Sung Yong Kang (Inst of Humanities), Jaeyoung Kim (Dept. of Economics), Hyun-Chin Lim (SNUAC), Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC), Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education), Taekyun Kim (Grad. School of Int’l Studies), Kilikon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration), Seokmyeong Hong (Dept. of Communication), Oh Young Won (Dept. of Korean History), Haeran Lim (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations), Byung-joon Kim (Dept. of Asian History), Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural Systems Engineering), Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC)

12/16

SNUAC


Seon Ae Jeong (La2050)

12/17

CECAS

<Colloquium> “Ukrainian Refugees Who Went to Poland

12/18

PAN

<Special Lecture> “A Study on the Human Exchange between Shandong Peninsula and East Asia in the Early 10th Century through Dingnan Yeosunwol" Joo-eun Park (Tokyo U.)
2022 Annual Report

ECAWP

<Workshop> Traces of Indian Culture Discovered at the Óc Eo Site /Archaeological Achievements of the Óc Eo Culture in Anzang Province, 2017-2022
Dang Van Thang (VNUHCM)
Nguyen Huu Gieng (Óc Eo Cultural Heritage Management Committee of Vietnam)

ADMP

<Conference> Innovation and Changes in East Asian Developmental State at Post Pandemic Era
Joo-Hyoung Ji (Kyungnam U.)
Jihoon PARK (Chung-Ang U.)
Sang-Woo Yoon (Dong-A U.)
Kyung-Mi Kim (Philosophy, Politics and Economics)
Han-Na Cho (Ins't for Korean Political Studies)
Haeran Lim (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)
Seunghee Oh (Ins't for Japanese Studies)
Seungjoo Lee (Chung-Ang U.)
Jung-Hwan Lee (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)
WangHwi Lee (Ajou U.)
JeongKyung Seo (SNUAC)
YongKyun Kim (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)
YeongGyeong Ko (Korea U.)

SNUAC, Institute of Asian Studies
Chulalongkorn U., Mekong Institute

<Workshop> ICT Management to Protect Migrant Workers during Health Crises in Mekong Countries
Jong-Cheol Kim (SNUAC)
Naruemon Tabchumpon (Chulalongkorn U.)
Somchai Peerapakorn (Ministry of Public Health, Thailand)
Charung Muangchana (Ministry of Public Health, Thailand)
Sok Serey (U. of Phnom Penh)
Mao Romnea (U. of Puthisastra)
Sithixay Xayavong (Nat'l U. of Laos)
Kesone Kanhalikham (Nat'l U. of Laos)
Toe Than Tun (Community Partners Int'l, Myanmar)
Lydia DiStefano (Community Partners Int'l, Myanmar)
Do Gia Hung (T&T Investment and Study Abroad Consulting Joint Stock Company, Vietnam)
Nguyen Thi Ngoc Thoa (Chulalongkorn U.)
Jidapa Meepien (Chulalongkom U.)
Chandhit Savignate (Chulalongkom U.)

CHS

<Workshop> Race and Gender in K-pop
Gyutag Lee (George Mason Univ.)
Yoonha Kim (Ewha Womans U.)
Dongjoon Lee (Changwon Nat’l Univ.)
Sungmin Lee (Korea Nat’l Open Univ.)
Minjae Jung (Ewha Womans U.)
Sooah Kim (Dept. of Communication)
Huikyong Pang (Sogang Univ.)

2022 SNU Asian Studies Institute Thesis Award Ceremony
Ran Kim (Dept. of Sociology)
Hyojeong Kim (Ewha Woman’s U.)
Jaeeun Jeon (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations)
Dong Thi Thu Hien (Dept. of Korean Language & Literature)

CHS

<Workshop> Race and Gender in K-pop
Gyutag Lee (George Mason Univ.)
Yoonha Kim (Ewha Womans U.)
Dongjoon Lee (Changwon Nat’l Univ.)
Sungmin Lee (Korea Nat’l Open Univ.)
Minjae Jung (Ewha Womans U.)
Hyojeong Kim (Ewha Womans U.)
Sooah Kim (Dept. of Communication)
Huikyong Pang (Sogang Univ.)

2022/12/13
PAIV

<Conference> 9th Study on Ancient East Asian Law Using New Historical Sources
Changyu Yang (Yunnan Minzu U.)
Jaeun Kim (Dept. of Asian History)
Chen Shuhao (Muhan U.)

2022/12/15
AAC

<Seminar> 2022 Experience of Global Surgery Program in Africa
Weonghan Kim (Dept. of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery)

2022/12/20
CHS

<Book Talk> Western Disciplining of Korean Counter-Flows
David C. Oh (Ramsapo College of New Jersey)

2022/12/20
NUAC

<Conference> North Korea’s urbanization strategy under Kim Jong Un
Pavel Lim (SNUAC)
Soon-Jik Hong (SNUAC)
Jin-tae Hwang (KINU)
Sujin Lim (SNUAC)
Minju Cho (SNUAC)
Taejun Kim (SNUAC)

2022/12/29
FEP

<Seminar> Production of scientific knowledge and big-picture thinking
Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture and Rural Systems Engineering)

2022/12/30
AAC

<Workshop> Internalising Development: The impact of the Korean-inspired Saemaul Model Villages (ESMV) project in Uganda on local village identities and sense of community belonging
Gahyeon Moon (KISDI)

2022/12/31
CALS

<Colloquium> “Digital binge society”
Gwangseok Lee (Seoul Nat’l U. of Tech & Science)

SNUAC 2022 Annual Report
Publications

Asia Review (registered in the Korean Citation Index)

* Asia Review is triannually published by SNUAC to pursue the integration of Asia regional research and thematic research through transdisciplinary research in humanities and social sciences and introduce various research output related to Asia studies
* Asia Review was established in June 2011 and selected as a KCI journal candidate in July 2015, then registered in the index in August 2017
* The journal publishes various articles on the economy, society, and culture of Asia to attempt an academic integration and suggest the direction of future academia with a multifaceted perspective

Editor-in-Chief: Myung-seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)
Deputy Editor-in-Chief: Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Editorial Board: Angel Lin (Simon Fraser Univ.), Eun-Jung Lee (Freie Univ. Berlin), Heonik Kwon (Univ. of Cambridge), Hong-gyoo Lee (Dongseo Univ.), Ikran Eum (Dankook Univ.), Jeseong Jeon (Jeonbuk Nat’l Univ.), Jianbin Jin (Tsinghua Univ.), Jieun Lee (Sejong Univ.), Munyoung Cho (Yonsei Univ.), Heeryang Ra (Pukyong Univ.), Seongjae Kim (Chungnam Nat’l Univ.), Sungmin Kim (Hokkaido Univ.), Yihong Wang (Peking Univ.), Youngkyung Ko (Sunway Univ.)
Managing Editor: Eunyoung Nam (SNUAC)
Assistant Editor: Seonmin Lee (SNU)
http://asireviews.snu.ac.kr

Asia Review Vol.12 | No.1 | 2022 (Published 2022.4.30.)

Can Korean Society Accommodate Muslim Refugees and Migrants?
- "Dangerous Muslim Men" and "Special Contributors": The Complicity between Global Humanitarian Politics and Post-9/11 Regime | Euyryung Jun
- Racism in disguise: Islamophobia and Daegu Daruleeman Islamic Mosque | Joowon Yuk and Sohoon Yi
- International Norms of Women’s Human Rights and Feministic Trends in the Islamic Region: Focusing on Cases of Afghanistan and Iran | Gi Yeon Koo

Transformations and Futures: Imagining Alternative Futures in West Asia
- Memories of Tomorrow: The Modern Relevance of the Mu’tazilah in the Writings of Ahmad Amin (1886-1956) | Alena Kulinich
- Al-e Ahmad’s Gharbzadegi and the Spirit of Bandung: A Decolonial Reimagination of Development in Mid-Twentieth Century Iran | Siavash Saffari

Free Themes
- Asian University Education via Writing, Peer-Assessment, and Discussion | Jooyong Park and Soonghee Han
- China’s Governmentality and the Economic and Political Differentiation of Public Hospitals | Woong Moon
- Post-revolution’s Unconscious of Thought: A Dialogue with Revolution/Post-Revolution: Reflection on the History, Thoughts and Culture of China’s Rise by Zhaotian HE | Jiwoon Baik
- Historical Dimension of French Asian Studies: EFEQ’s Origin and Research Activities | Dae-Yeong Youn
- Korean Peninsula and East Asia: Centering on the Distribution of Wang Mang’s Coin | Jihee Kim
- Stance of the U.S. toward Repatriation of Koreans in Japan to North Korea in Early 1959 | Yeo Rin Kang
- Idea of Upright Writing (zhíbǐ, 直筆) in Joseon Historiography | Jihye Song
- Comparative Study on the Perception of Presidents Syngman Rhee and Chung-hee Park to the Hierarchy of Korea-U.S.-Japan Relations: Focusing on the Difference in Perception of Japan | Jiwon Yoon
- Marriage Migration Regime of Vietnamese Women in South Korea: Evolving Roles of Governments, Matchmakers, and Migrants | Thi My Hang Bui
- Nostalgia for the Maoist Era or for the Cold War? An Exploration of Third Front Workers’ Privileged Experiences in the Cold War Context | Sanliao Tang

Book Review
- Understanding Subregionalism and Transborder Mobility around North Korea-China-Russia Border Area: Constructions for Subregionalism and Transborder Mobility in/around North Korea-China-Russia Border Area | Chang Ju Lee
- Toward a New Horizon of Southeast Asian Studies After the Pandemic: A Review on Southeast Asia Coping with COVID-19: The National Responses and Transnational Cooperation in the Early Stages | Hyun-Jung Chae
Asia Review Vol.12 | No.2 | 2022 (Published 2022.8.31.)

Change and Continuity of East Asian Development Model after the Global Financial Crisis
- Introduction: Change and Continuity of East Asian Development Model after the Global Financial Crisis | Haeran Lim
- Continuity and Changes in the Korean Development Model since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 | Sang-Woong Yoon
- Change and Continuity of Taiwan's Development Model after the Global Financial Crisis | Haeran Lim and Hanna Cho
- Continuity and Change in Japan's Development Model: Dynamic Interaction between Developmentalism and Clientelism | Seungjoo Lee
- Transformation of China's Development Model after the Global Financial Crisis: The Case of the Semiconductor Industrial Policy | Wang Hwi Lee
- Changes in Vietnam's Development Model Since 2008: The Involvement of Hybridity | Yong Kyun Kim and Jaeseok Myung

Free Themes
- Characteristics of the Concept of Mega-Asia Viewed through a Comparison with World-Systems Analysis: Coexistence of a Theoretical System and a Methodological Tool | Sung Hee Ru
- The Peculiarity of Usages of ‘Jong-Gyo (Religion)’ in Korea, 1883-1910: Rethinking the History of ‘Jong-Gyo’ Concept Formation | Hyoung-june Shim
- Formulation Process of the Local Allocation Tax System in Japan: Local Comprehensive Administration System and Local Finance Adjustment System | Gwang Soo Kang
- The History of Light and the Memory of Darkness: The ‘Negative Legacy’ of Mike Coal Mine, World Heritage Site | Yungjin Lee
- Beyond ‘Management’ and ‘Rights’ to the City: Political and Social Implications of the Beijing Worker’s House Commune | Kyu Sik Jeong
- A Comparative Study on the Commemoration of Sun Yat-sen across the Taiwan Strait after 1946 | Gu Fei
- The Subsequent History of the Remaining Force of the Mongol Empire: Guan-xi Wei-suo of the Ming Dynasty | Ju Yeon Lee
- Strategies for Overcoming Institutional Voids in BoP Market Entry: Cases in South Asia | Myung-moo Lee and Yun-Ho Kim
- The Influence of External Forces in the Dictatorship’s Regime Transition: A Comparison between Syria and Libya | Jong Chel Lee
- Impacts of the South Korea-Turkey FTA on Bilateral Trade Structure: The CVC Perspective | Si Wook Lee

Book Review
- Re-think East Asia beyond East Asia Discourse: A Review on East Asian History Manifesto | In-Soo Kim
- Thick Description of the Overseas Korean Society in Vietnam: A Review on Koreans in Vietnam: The Settlement and the Politics of Transnational Life | Han-Woo Lee

Asia Review Vol.12 | No.3 | 2022 (Published 2022.12.31.)

Globalization, Migration and Asian Identity
- Introduction: Globalization, Migration and Asian Identity | Suhong Chae
- The Industrialization of Post-socialist Vietnam and East Asian Regional Identity | Suhong Chae
- Migration of South Asians to the Gulf Region and Immigration Policy in the Gulf Countries: Focused on the Migration of Kerala in India to the United Arab Emirates | Kyung hak Kim
- Transnational Network and Identity of Bukharan Jews: Focusing on Analysis of Diasporic Media | A-young Choi
- The Third-Opening of Japan for Revival and a Global Nihonjinron: A Critical Review of Internationalized Person and Global Talent Projects | Kyungmin Park

Free Themes
- An Analysis on Industry Diversification Patterns of Emerging and Developing Economies in East Asia | Won Sub Eum, Jeong-Dong Lee, Yunyoung Kim, Kiyoon Shin, and Tae-Won Kang
- The Repatriation of Koreans in Japan to North Korea and U.S. Policy: Focusing on the North Korea-Japan Red Cross Geneva Talks in 1999 | Yeon Kang
- New Strategy Network of China-ASEAN Tourism Cooperation: Change and Response of South Korea's Tourism Industry After COVID-19 | Hyeyoung Jung
- Discourses of the Southeast Asian Studies’ Identity and Sustainability | Snae Hyun
- Korean Migration to French Indochina in the First Half of the 20th Century: A Case Study of Jeon’s Family | Dae-yong Youn
- Nationalism as a Primary Institution in Northeast Asia | Sean O’Malley
- Path Dependence of Vietnam’s Regional Development: Roots from the Colonial Rule | Nguyen Thi Ha
- Conceptualizing Education within a Thai Refugee Camp Based on a ‘Thî Thî’ and a ‘Thî Thî’ Paradigm | Subin Sarah Yeo
- The Philippine Pivot to China and Russia: Duterte’s Foreign Policy Revisited | Feman Talamayan
- The plight of Rohingya Refugees in India: Living in Denial | Monika Verma

Book Review
- Saving Liberalism in East Asia over Recent 100 Years: Conceptual Analysis and Intellectual Historical Perspectives: A Review on The Concept of Liberalism in East Asia, 1850-1960 | Ilmo Yang
- Between the Empire without Imperialism and the Imperialism without Empire: A Review on The Discourse of Imperialism and East Asian Modernity in Search of the Political Unconsciousness of Modern China | Youngdo Yun
- From an Agency of Modernization to a Model of Democracy: A Review on Islam and Democracy: Democratic Traditions of an Indonesian Islamic Organization, Muhammadiyah | Jeseong Jeon
- Beyond Distorted Discourse to Hinduism in Korea: A Review on History of Hindu Religion: A Further Study by Historical Research | Jaeseok Lee
Webzine Diverse+Asia

* Diverse+Asia is a quarterly webzine published by SNUAC, providing comparative research over various regions of Asia to overcome the limits of existing fragmentary regional studies

* Diverse+Asia was established in June 2018, and has published 20 volumes as of March 2022

* Diverse+Asia pursues systematic analysis of the relationship between specificity and universality of various regions in Asia and an in-depth understanding of the region

Love and Marriage in Asia - March 2022 (Vol. 16)
- The Marriage Activity Boom in the Unmarried Republic of Japan | Misae Sasano (SNUAC)
- Marriage for love of the youth of Uzbekistan | Kalanova Dilnoza (Honam Univ.)
- The notion of sex and the practice of romance in Indonesia | Youn-Mee Cho (Independent Scholar)
- A Form of Love Shaped by Tradition and Duty: About Arranged Marriages in India | Hyunjung Ryoo (Dept. of Asian Languages & Civilizations)
- Get married in the name of Allah: Young Turkish People's Love, Dating and Marriage | Ha eun Han (SNUAC)
- Present Turkish Women and Political Islam | Ha eun Han (SNUAC)

Asia in the Era of Superpowers’ Hegemonic Competition - June 2022 (Vol. 17)
- The war in Ukraine and Changes in the World Economy: Focusing on the US, China, and Russia | Yong-kiwan Jo (The Export Import Bank Of Korea)
- ASEAN struggles to survive facing superpowers’ rivalry | Jaehyun Lee (Asian Inst.)
- Chinese academia's diverse perceptions of the Ukraine war | Jeong Kyung Seo (SNUAC)
- Even Brotherly Love Cannot Unravel the Tangled Skein: Agony and Antagonism between Afghanistan and Pakistan | Hyondo Park (Sogang Univ.)
- Iran, the arena of competition for supremacy between the US, China and Russia | Dal Seung Yu (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Conflict and Peace in Asia - December 2022 (Vol. 19)
- Ten Years of Syrian Civil War: How Could the Al-Asad Regime Survive? | Yuihyun Hwang (SNUAC)
- How to Make Peace in Myanmar?: Federal Democracy and ASEAN’s 5PC | Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
- Taiwan Paradox: A Threat to Global Peace | Young Hee Chang (Sungkyunkwan Univ.)
- Has Peace Come to Kazakhstan? After Anti-Government Protests in January 2022 | Daehyun Cho (Global Nomad)

Asian Cultural heritages in France - the case of Guimet National Museum of Asian Arts’ collection | Okyang Chae-Duporge (SNUAC)

"There’s No Place for Us Here": Sexual Minorities in Asia - September 2022 (Vol. 18)
- Neither Man Nor Woman, The Third Gender: Hijras in South Asia | Kyung-heak Kim (Chonnam Nat’l Univ)
- There’s No Place for Us Here: Indonesians LGBT under Hatred and Threat | Yeon Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)
- The many faces of transgender in Japan from the premodern era to the 21st century | Sumi Cho (Myongji Univ.)
- Where is the rainbow for LGBT people in the Middle East? | Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC), Bomi Min (Dept. of Asian Languages & Civilizations), Dam Lee (SNUAC)
- The Veiled Sexuality: LGBTQ in Modern Central Asian History and Culture | Boram Shin (Chonbuk Nat’l Univ.)

Rohingya crisis: What you should know about | Kwang-hee Kim (UNHCR)

From Liberation Space to Post-Liberation: The Lives and Activities of Two Early North Korean Musicians | Peter G. Moody (SNUAC)
Asia Brief

* SNUAC established Asia Brief to analyze Asia's major current issues and suggest their implications to policy.
* After the first issue in March 2021, Asia Brief has been published every Monday via e-mail, reaching around 80,000 readers consisting of SNU faculty, staff and students, opinion leaders in the industry, government, universities, and academia, as well as researchers and students at home and abroad in the Asian studies field.
* In 2022, articles by top Asia experts in Korea were published as a monograph.

Commemorative Event for First Anniversary
- Challenges and Changes in International Development Cooperation in the Global Pandemic Era | Hyo-Sang Sohn

Major Issues and Points of Dispute
- Asians’ Awareness of Life: Analysis of recent surveys in 10 countries | Ik Sang No
- Citizens Demanding "Women, Life, Freedom" and Precarious Iran | Gi Yeon Koo
- The Future of K-Classic | In Mo Yang
- Korea at the Forefront of Complex Social Disaster | Jaeyeol Yee
- Prospects for Asia Policy after US Mid-Term Election | Jung Jun Seo

The Ukrainian War
- The Ukrainian Situation, US-China Relations, and the Korean Peninsula | Seong Ho Sheen
- The Ukrainian War and Asia | Young Kwan Yoon

Journalists’ Awareness of Asia
- Asia Only Unknown to Koreans, Now is the Time for Widening Our Horizons | Wook Suk Choi
- BTS, Myanmar, Asia: Beyond the perspective of labor power and market | Jung Eun Koo
- Korea-China Relations in Crisis, Our Attitude | Byung Gun Chae
- Looking at Asia and the Global Village Through the Eyes of Global Citizens | Il Joon Cho

Asia’s Territorial and Maritime Conflicts
- Korea’s Future Strategy for Southeast Asian Security Threat | Dong Man Han
- Korea-Japan Joint Development of Continental Shelf and the Problem of Demarcating Maritime Borderline | Doo Young Kim
- The Present and Prospects of Conflict in South China Sea | Min Gyu Koo
- The Strategies in Restarting the North Korean Nuclear Negotiations and the “Tentative Agreement” Between North Korea and the U.S. | Bong Geun Jun
- War and Peace in the Taiwan Strait, the Front Line of China-U.S. Hegemonic Race | Heung-Hom Moon

Asia’s MZ Generation and the Social Changes
- Dasan Jeong Yeol-yong’s Theory of Justice and the MZ Generation | Ho Kim
- East Asia’s New Youth Movement: Movement for climate justice and resistance to extraction in Taiwan and Korea | Yun Jeong Joo
- Justice and Diversity, Between the Two Elephants: Challenges and tasks of Myanmar’s MZ generation | Mun Suk Hong
- Youth and Youth Organizations in Vietnamese Modern History | Dae-Yeong Yoon

Economic Security in Major Asian Countries
- China’s Response to the Era of Economic Security | Pil Soo Choi
- Japan’s Strategy for Economic Security: On economic tactics and strengthening measures for supply network | Kyu Pan Kim

The History and Future of Asian Civilizational Exchanges
- Lessons to Korea from Thirty Years of German Unification | Woo Ik Yu
- Analytic Method for Asia’s Diverse Networks and Historical Exchanges Over Long Period Similarities and differences between the World Systems theory and the Mega-Asia perspective | Sung Hee Ru
- 21st-Century Asian Civilizations and the Sea | Kyung-Chul Jou
- The Present Meaning of the Maritime Silk Road | Oh Young Kwon

Xi Jinping’s Third Consecutive Term and the Future of China
- The 20th Convention of the Chinese Communist Party and the Prospects of Xi Jinping’s ‘Third Term’ Rule | Young Nam Cho
- Xi Jinping’s Third Consecutive Term and China’s Foreign Policy – On their impact on East Asia and the Korean peninsula | Jae Woo Choo
- The True Nature of Anti-Xi Group and Power Struggle Within the Communist Party | Eun Kyung Park

The Challenges and Future of Asian Cities
- India’s Urbanization and the Sustainable Smart City Paradigm | Yang Ho Park
- The Implications of Pan Regional Zone and Mega City in Asia | Kyung Hyun Park
- North Korean Cities Since Kim Jong Un’s Rule: Change and duration | Min Hong
- The Secret of Wealth and Power: Map Power and Asia | E Je Kim

Essay Contest Commemorating the First Anniversary of Asia Brief
- Environment and Investment – ASEAN’s Policy for Fostering Electric Vehicle Industry and Korea’s Strategy: Focusing on cases in Indonesia and Thailand | Dong Keun Chung
- IT Industry Regulations in 3 Northeast Asian Countries and Thorstein Veblen’s “Technology and Institutions” | Young Woo Ko

New Year Special
- Changes in Security Frames in Northeast Asia and Related Countries, Analyzed with Big Data | Myungmoo Lee, Dho Hoon Kim
- Koreans’ Awareness of Asia: Changes in the awareness due to a firm Asian identity and international relations | Yun Ho Kim, Chun Seok Kim

2023 Prospects of Asian Politics
- New Normal After COVID-19: Digital technology, platform society, and public concern | Jaeyeol Yee
- New Possibilities Unfolded by Hallyu Tourism | Seek-Kyeong Hong
- U.S.-China Conflict and the New International Order | Seong Ho Sheen
- Signs of Fragmentation Among Similarity Positioned Countries in Indo-Pacific Region and Korea’s Role | Sung Il Kwak
- The Influence and Prospects of 2023 Ukrainian War | Beomshik Shin
- ‘Massive Dark Clouds’ Hover on the Taiwan Strait | Young Nam Cho
- The Unbearable Lightness of North Korea’s Nuclear Program or a Bold Response | Dong Yub Kim
- Climate Change and the Energy Crisis or Disaster | Dong Woon Noh
- Prospects of Migration and Multiculture Coexistence in Major Asian Countries | In Jin Yoon
- The Milk Tea Alliance: Asia’s MZ Generation in solidarity for human rights and democracy | Jungwon Huh

※ PDF files of published articles can be downloaded from the website https://asiabrief.snu.ac.kr
Asian Journal of Political Science

* Launched in 1993, the Asian Journal of Political Science (AJPS) is a leading journal in the field of Asian politics and governance that provides the Asian perspective to scholars studying the region. It joined SNUAC as its official journal in 2020.

* AJPS is SCOPUS listed in the global citation index for outstanding academic papers launched in 2004 by Elsevier.

* AJPS provides the basis for developing new theories in understanding Asia by introducing articles on Asian politics, policy and regional studies based on strong evidence and theories.

Asian Journal of Political Science 2022, Volume 30

Issue 1
- Going green in Asia? Green parties in a non-western setting | Steward Jackson
- Paradoxes of universal knowledge in public administration: exploring the contexts of Africa and Asia | M. Shamsul Haque
- Factors affecting citizen satisfaction: examining from the perspective of the expectancy disconfirmation theory and individual differences | Chung-Pin Lee, Mei-Jen Hung & Don-Yun Chen
- Political support in an ethically divided society: a case study of Malaysia | Willy Jou & Kok Hin Ooi
- Public service provision for Syrian refugees in Turkey: challenges and prospects | Emrah Atar, Farhad Hossain & Anthony Sumranya Kumasey
- Myanmar and the Rohingya in the shadow of Sino-Indian geopolitical competition | Iqthyer Uddin Md Zahed

Issue 2
- Inequality, public choice, and the welfare state | Seungwoo Han
- Regional integration and business interest: understanding the role of the ASEAN business advisory council | Moch Faisal Karim & Tania Quinn Herayanto
- The link between fake news susceptibility and political polarization of the youth in the Philippines | Imeda B. Deinla, Gabrielle Ann S. Mendoza, Keir Jesse Ballar & Jurel K Yap
- Politicization of civil service Japanese-style: politco-bureaucratic relations under Prime Minister Shinzo Abe (2012-2020) | Ko Mishima
- Sensitivity of COVID-19 analysis results focusing on data source, time, and region | Yeobin Yoon & Bum Kim

Issue 3: Special Issue - Political Trends in East Asia’s Corporate Governance
- Introduction to special issue <Political Trends in East Asia’s corporate governance> | Minhye Zoh
- Reforms of corporate governance in East Asia | Byung-seong Min
- South Korea’s ‘Unfriendly’ corporate governance disclosure to foreign investors | Minhye Zoh
- Corporate governance reform, and ownership, and control: perspective from Japan | Hideaki Miyajima
2022 SNUAC Books

SNUAC Series in Asian Studies (Korean)

* The Arab Spring and Ten Years Thereafter | (Edited by) Eun Sook Jee, Gi Yeon Koo & Eunjeong Oh
* Asian Women Persist - Anthropologists Answer Feminist Questions | Gi Yeon Koo et al.

SNUAC Monograph Series

* Banjar Nyuh Kuning: Bali and People of Ubud | Jeong Jeong Hun

SNUAC Series in Asian Studies (English)

* East Asia in a New Legal Landscape: FTAs and Dispute Settlement | Jaemin Lee

SNUAC Asian Studies in a Global Context Series

* Smart Cities in South Asia – Structure and Directions | Jungyul Sohn, SooIn Park et al.
* Foreign Policy of the Middle Ground States on the Geopolitical Faults in Asia | (Edited by) Beomshik Shin
* Intangible Cultural Heritage of Asia: Policies, Institutions, and Identities | (Edited by) Jeong Won Kang

SNUAC HK+ Mega-Asia Research Series

* Introduction to Mega-Asia Studies: History, Perspective, and Method
* The Continent and Mega-Asia
* The Ocean and Mega-Asia
* Driving Forces and Dynamics toward Mega-Asia
* Imagining Asia: Closed or Open
* The Imagined Making of a Transitioned Asia as a Region in the 20th Century
* Reconstructing Asia and Asian Identity in the Post-Cold War Era
* Reading Asia through Relations and Flows
* The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities – Northeast Asia
* The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities – West Asia & Central Asia
* The Geography of Asia: Nations and Cities – Southeast Asia & South Asia
* Asia’s Heritage Trend: Examining Asia’s Present through Asia’s Past
International Exchanges

Visiting Scholars Fellowship Program
* Provides domestic and foreign scholars of Asian studies with space and research grant
* Supports outstanding academic work on Asian studies
* Promotes collaboration with Asian studies researchers at SNU

Cyubeom Kim (Center for Korean Peninsula Studies at Peking Univ.), Jiyoon Kim (Inst. of Media Arts, Yonsei Univ.), Hyun Jong Noh (Unification and Future Academy), Jungwon Park (Chosun News Press), Jin Jang (KOTRA Academy), Seon Ae Jeong (Lab 2050), Haebum Jie (SNUAC), Okyang Chae-Duporge (Bordeaux Montaigne Univ.), Haeun Han (SNUAC), Pavel Em (Inst. of Geography of the Russian Academy of Sciences), Peter G. Moody (Columbia Univ.), Sanjiao Tang (Univ. of Auckland)

Visiting Scholars Program
* Provides an exchange opportunity for outstanding scholars at home and abroad interested in Asian studies

Miongsei Kang (Sejong Inst.), Sang Woo Kang (Providence College), Kyong Chan Kim (Korean Inst. of Criminology and Justice), Doo-Chul Kim (Okayama Univ.), ChangGil Kim (Korea Rural Economy Inst), Cowoon Seong (Fudan Univ.), Minho Song (Human Design Lab), Eunhui Eom (SNUAC), Sung Hee Ru (Hanhyong Nat’l Univ.), Jinho Lim (Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison), Jiwon Park (KOTRA), Juhee Jeong (Heidelberg Univ.), Sang Won Chae (Oxford Univ.), Hak Kil Pyo (SNU), Hyun Jeong Ha (Duke Kunshan Univ.), Jamie Chang (Santa Clara Univ.), Jewellord Nem Singh (Erasmus Univ.), Karlee Bergendorff (Duke Univ.), Kent Kamasumba (Bridge of Hope Foundation), Marco Zapa (Ca’ Foscari Univ. Venice), Misae Sasano (Ibaraki Univ.), Patrick Meethan (SOAS Univ. of London)

New MOU Agreements
* Official partnerships with domestic and foreign institutions for research collaboration and exchanges


IIAS The Newsletter
* SNUAC regularly contributes theme-based articles to the Northeast Asia News Section in The Newsletter, published by the International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS, the Netherlands)

Digital Humanities in Northeast Asia (Vol. 92, Summer 2022)
Narratives of Tangible and Intangible Heritage in Northeast Asia (Vol. 93, Fall 2022)
Education

**KF Global e-School Program**

* Real-time online lectures to undergrad. and Grad. students interested in modern and contemporary Korean society at leading overseas universities
* Credits for foreign students at their home institutions taking the e-School courses by SNU faculty
* Video conference-based real-time online lecture plus offline programs at overseas universities with SNU faculty visits and fellowship program to invite outstanding e-School students to Korea
* With generous support from the Korea Foundation, offered 142 courses to 22 universities in 13 countries across Asia and Europe in 2011-2022 (3,885 students)

**List of 2022 e-School Courses**

### Spring Semester
- **Korean Culture** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities - VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- **Popular Culture and Media in Korea** (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen, Germany)
- **Multicultural Society and Korea** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities - VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- **Tourism Geography of Korea** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities – VNU, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam)

### Summer Semester
- **Comparative Economics of South and East Asia** (Christ Univ., India)

### Fall Semester
- **Multicultural Society and Korea** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities – VNU, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam)
- **Business Korean 1** (Université Bordeaux Montaigne, France)
- **Korean Language, Beginner** (Univ. of the Philippines-Diliman, The Philippines)
- **Culture and Society in Korea** (Univ. of the Philippines-Diliman, The Philippines)
- **Society and Culture of Korea** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities – VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- **Business Korean 2** (Hutus State Univ., Russia/Tomsk State Univ., Russia)
- **International Relations and Foreign Policy of Republic of Korea** (Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia)
- **Korean Economy** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities – VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- **Cultural and Social Transformation of Contemporary Korea** (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen, Germany)

### Winter Semester
- **Human Geography of Korea** (Université Bordeaux Montaigne, France)
- **Korean Economy** (Natl. Univ. of Mongolia, Mongolia)
- **Business Korean 2** (Université Bordeaux Montaigne, France)
- **Introduction to Comparative Economics in East Asia** (Hutus State Univ., Russia/Tomsk State Univ., Russia)
- **Multicultural Society and Korea** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities – VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- **Society and Culture of Korea** (Natl. Univ. of Mongolia, Mongolia)
- **Korean Society** (Christ Univ., India)
- **Korean Language, Intermediate** (Univ. of the Philippines-Diliman, The Philippines)
- **Korean Pop Culture** (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities – VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)

**Instructors of the 2022 e-School**

- Goeun Kim (Dept. of Korean Language & Literature)
- Yun-young Lee (SNUAC)
- Sooah Kim (Dept. of Communication)
- Hyun-Chin Lim (Dept. of Sociology)
- Yeongkyu Kim (Dept. of Korean Language & Literature)
- Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)
- Choongjoo Choi (SNUAC)
- Hakkil Pyo (Dept. of Economics)
- Euihang Shin (SNUAC)
- Suhyun Youk (Center for Social Sciences)
- Eunhui Eom (Center for Social Sciences)
- Choo Youngoo Choi (SNUAC)
- Seok-Kyeong Hong (Dept. of Communication)

**On-site e-School class at Université Bordeaux Montaigne, France, in February 2023**
AsIA Humanities Dissemination Center Humanities Education Program

* Co-hosted ‘2022 AsIA Humanities Asset Course’ with the National Museum of Korea
* Co-hosted ‘2022 AsIA School of Civilizational Knowledge’ with Extension College SNU
* Hosted ‘2022 3rd Cohort of Compass Humanities for Career Exploration’
* Hosted ‘Azerbaijan, Land of Fire’ booth at 2022 Gwanak Multicultural Festival
* Hosted ‘2022 3rd Cohort of AsIA Local Expert Course’
* Held the event ‘Azerbaijan, Land of Fire’ in Oct. 2022 for NRF Humanities Week
* Official YouTube channel uploaded 104 videos and reached 4,150 subscribers
* Disseminated knowledge on Asian civilization and built a platform for online and offline education

2022 AsIA Humanities Asset Course: 2022.1.12.-2.23.
Theme: Ottchil, the Coated Splendor of Asian Lacquerwares
(Total 6 Lectures, Live Streaming via National Museum of Korea’s Official YouTube Channel, Open Lectures for Public)
- Ottchil, the Coated Splendor of Asian Lacquerwares (Exhibition Introduction)
- Korea’s Lacquerware
- Korea’s Modern Lacquerware
- Diversity in Asian Lacquerware Culture
- East Asian Lacquerware in Europe
- The Beauty of the Sculpture, the Carved Lacquer in China

2022 Asia Civilization Knowledge School 2022.03.17.-04.21
Theme: Asia’s Dynamism
(Total 6 Lectures, Uploaded the recorded lecture videos on the Official YouTube Channel)
- Afghanistan Culture and People
- The Worldview of Indian Mythology: How is the world in mythology constructed?
- Interactions between the East-West Civilization and the Sogdians from the 4-9th Century
- Pasture Public Ownership Experiment and Prospect in Eurasian Nomadic Society – Based on Field Survey in Kyrgyzstan
- Living without a State - The Formation of the Chinese(華人) Diaspora in Asian History
- Asians in the Cold War and the “New Cold War”

2022 The 3rd Cohort of Compass Humanities School for Career Exploration 2022.07.26.–08.30
Theme: Finding the career for me III
(Total 6 lectures, 20 participants, middle school students from multicultural backgrounds)
- We, as the hope for the future of our society
- Either way, it’s okay! : Another Opportunity
- Creativity in Stories
- Games for Learning Secrets for a Successful Career
- Entertainment Program Ko. Ko. Moo (Stories after Stories)
- My Way (Hush, Don’t Tell My Parents! – Traveling the World with Words)

2022 The 3rd Cohort of AsIA Local Expert Course 2022.10.04.-12.06
Theme: Identity and Dynamism in AsIA region III : Asia in the making, a road of communication and integration
(Total10 lectures, 22 participants, 2030 youth)
- Modern Asian Intellectuals’ Perceptions of Asia: Genealogy and Future
- Japan’s Perceptions of “Orient” and “Asia”
- AI and Modern Society: Current Status and Responses of Asian countries
- Cold War in Asia, Peace in Asia
- The Soviet Union and Central Asia: Regional Identity and Determination, and Contemporary Discourse and Interpretation
- Türkiye, the Regional Balance of Power in Eurasia: In Search of Glory for the Ottoman Empire
- The Current Status of G20 and the Calling of Indonesia as the Future Chair of the ASEAN
- Field Experience in International Development Cooperation Projects as ODA experts (Region/Sector) in Asia
- Searching for the New Identity between ‘Middle East-West Asia-Chong Yang(中洋)’ and its Relationship/Interaction with Korea
- Climate Crisis and Regional Environmental Issues in Asia
(Gwanak-gu Office 11:10~15:00)
- Azerbaijani Costumes Experience
- Traditional Azerbaijani Sweets Tasting
- Azerbaijani History and Culture Promotion

2022 Dungsildungsil AsIA Cultural Festival ‘Azerbaijan, Land of Fire’: 2022.10.25.~10.26
(Both On/Offline Events)
- History and Culture of Azerbaijan: Coexistence and Conflict between Zoroastrianism and Islam
- Humanities Travel for Azerbaijani Experience
- Formation and Development of ‘Caucasian Albania’ in Ancient Azerbaijan
- Thinking of Baku, the Origin of Oil Production
- Azerbaijan Photo Exhibition
- Traditional Azerbaijani Cultural Experience (Costumes and Food)

Open Lectures on Southeast Asia
* Public lecture series to deepen the general public's understanding of the Southeast Asian region
* Each semester consists of 4 weeks; issues certificates of completion upon taking all four lectures.

(4 weeks, number of certificates issued: 11)
- Traditional Era of Myanmar: From ancient kingdom to pre-modernity
- Myanmar’s Modern and Contemporary History and State Formation
- Myanmar’s Art and Culture: Shwedagon Pagoda as Multilayered Semantic Space
- Myanmar’s Democratization and Korea

Southeast Asia Culture School
* Public lecture series on the themes encompassing South Asian culture at large from the ancient to the contemporary times
* Learning South Asian culture from the authors of related publications
* Each semester consists of 14 weeks
* Offered as evening classes for the access of field workers

5th Cohort of South Asia Culture School – 2022.4.6.~2022.7.6.
(14 weeks, 2 long-term classes, 52 participants)
- Young-gil Park (Inst. of East-West Thought at Kyungpook Nat’l Univ.): Training System of Hata Yoga and Major Scriptures Through 14 Themes
- Kar Nrusingha Charan (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies): Vacaspati Miśra’s Sankhya Tattva Kaumudi and Isvara Krishna’s Sankhyakarika
Nurturing Next-Generation Scholars

2022 SNUAC Dissertation Writing Fellowship

Mihwa Ryang (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations) | A Study on the Formation of North Korea’s Relative Autonomy with China (1954-1961)
Wona Chang (Dept. of Korean History) | The Influence of Human Trafficking and International Order in Modern Korea
Yongun Lee (Dept. of Asian History) | Constitutional Agreement in the Early Republic of China and the Construction of a Modern State in China

2022 SNUAC Dissertation Award

Doctoral Dissertation Award
Lan Jin (Dept. of Sociology, SNU) | A Comparative Study on the Changes in Childcare Regimes in Korea and China: Focusing on Childcare Publicness and Familialism
Hyojeong Kim (Dept. of Women’s Studies, Ewha Womans Univ.) | A Study on ‘Becoming Ecological Citizen’ Reflected on Alternative Agricultural Movement by Women Peasants in Indonesia and South Korea

Master’s Thesis Award
Dong Thi Thu Hien (Dept. of Korean Language & Literature, SNU) | A Study on Novelistic Formation about the Vietnam War
Jae Eun Jun (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations, SNU) | A Study on the Drivers of the Cooperation between ROK and Japan - ROK-Japan Threat Perception Symmetry

2022 SNUAC Field Research Grant for Grad. Students

Dubey Abhisheka (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations) | Choosing Your Fighter: Variation in Identities of Contentious Violence
Gayoon Chang (Dept. of Education) | The Life of a Female Teacher in a Traditional Islamic Educational Institution: Focusing on Piantren in Aceh, Indonesia
Kyungmin Kim (Dept. of Anthropology) | The Hybridity of Labor, Gender, and Subjectivity Seen Through Informal Work of Vietnamese Women
Sunmin Yoon (Dept. of Anthropology) | Socialism ideology and Students’ Daily Practice of Nationalism in Vietnam’s Middle and High Schools
Thi My Hang Bui (Dept. of Geography) | Transnational Sister City Relations between Vietnam and South Korea
ODA Young Professional (YP) Project

* Youth Capacity Development Project in the area of international development and cooperation sponsored by KOICA

First Half of 2022 (2022.2~2022.8)
Jinsil Choi (Asia Brief), Sol Kim (Asia-Africa Center)

Second Half of 2022 (2022.8~2023.2)
Yerim Oh (Asia-Africa Center)

SNUAC Research Internship Program

* With the objective of fostering future Asia experts, the program consists of underGrad. and Grad. students interested in Asia studies

* In 2022, a total of 25 research interns completed the program with 33 lectures on Asia studies

The 16th Cohort
Eunha Kim (SNU), Hoon Kim (Kookmin Univ.), Hyeonjin Min (SNU), Hyeran Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Jayun Song (SNU), Jiseok Mun (SNU), Juhui Kim (Seogang Univ.), Juyeong Jo (SNU), Naeyeong Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Seojeong Kim (SNU), Songhyeon Seo (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Sujeong Lee (SNU)

The 17th Cohort
Eungyedol Ko (SNU), Hoosoo Kim (Leiden Univ.), Huiru Lee (Sungkyunkwan Univ.), Hyeonyu Lee (Kankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Jaeheon Jeong (Korea Univ.), Joonseung Kang (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Jeongseun Park (Yonsei Univ.), Jiu Kim (SNU), Seokyun Kim (Sungkyunkwan Univ.), Soyeon Um (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Yuna Choi (SNU), Yunsu Park (Chung-Ang Univ.), Yunwon Park (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Nurturing Next-Generation Scholars in West Asian Studies

* Held events associated with Islamic institutions in Korea
  - Visited the Seoul Central Mosque on Oct. 28, 2022 with students from SNU, Yonsei Univ., and other schools interested in Islamic culture and provided them with an opportunity to attend a special lecture and raise awareness of Islamic culture.

* Supported underGrad. student organization for Middle East research, ‘El-Naafidha’
  - Fostered the growth of next-generation scholars in West Asian studies by supporting study groups and various activities of underGrad. students with majors related to West Asia or academic interests in the region
  - Supported seminars, reading discussions, writing research papers, and conducted interviews and invited lectures with West Asia experts

* Supported Korean Young Scholars of Middle East Research (KYM)
  - Activated academic cooperation among researchers and promoted academic development of individuals by supporting the research exchange of rising scholars in MENA studies in Korea
  - Held 2 colloquiums in 2022

Nurturing Next-Generation Scholars in Central Asian Studies

* Supported the student organization for Central Asian and Eurasian studies, ‘Eurasia Research Organization’
  - CECAS fostered next-generation scholars and built networks by supporting research organization of students interested in Central Asia and Eurasia, as part of SNUAC support for on-campus organizations related to Asian studies
  - ‘Eurasia Research Organization’ held 3 (2 online, 1 offline) academic seminars in 2022

* Hosted colloquiums
  - Held colloquiums with CECAS research assistants and Grad. students to support next-generation scholars
SNUAC Research Grants for Asian Studies

2022 SNUAC Research Grants
* Planning of 2022 Asia Review Commissioned/Special Papers | Eunyoung Nam (SNUAC)
* 2022 Asia Brief | Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC) et al.
* 2022 Diverse+Asia | Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC) et al.
* The Decline of Korean Civil Society Movement? Critical Reflections, a Search for Alternatives, and Implications to Corporations | Suk-Ki Kong (SNUAC)
* Research and Development of a Training Model for Overseas Expert Courses: Focusing on Training Programs for Companies Entering Asian Markets | Jong-Cheol Kim (SNUAC)
* Asian Migration Research | Hyunjoo Jung (Grad. School of Environmental Studies)

2022 SNUAC Publication Grants
* A Study on Plans for International Educational Cooperation in the Asian Region | Sung Sang Yoo (Dept. of Education)
* Pandemic of the Past, Present, and Future: Northeast Asian Comparisons of Land Use, Mobility, Tourism, and Environment | Tae-Hyoung Gim (Grad. School of Environmental Studies)
* Vātsyāyana Kama Sutra: New Translation and Commentary | Smith Travis La Mar (Dept. of Asian Languages & Civilizations)
* The Cultural Psychology of Chinese Foreign Politics: Morality, Power, Recognition | Jeong Kyung Seo (SNUAC)
* Asiaization of Asia: Regional Dynamics and Korean Standards | Kyung-Sup Chang (Dept. of Sociology)
SNUAC Research Projects with External Funding

**Humanities Korea Plus (HK+) – NRF**

Asias and Mega-Asia: Identities, Dynamics, Data-Telling Phase 1 – Third Year (2022.05.01.-2023.04.30)

Research Funds: KRW 1,260,000,000 (including matching fund)
Principal Investigator: Soomin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Researchers: Byung-Ioon Kim (Dept. of Asian History), Jeong-Hoon Lee (Dept. of Chinese Language and Literature), Sukho Chae (Dept. of Anthropology), Oh Young Kwon (Dept. of Korean History), Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Sciences and Int'l Relations), Kyung-Chul Jou (Dept. of Western History), Jaeyed Yee (Dept. of Sociology), Jongil Kim (Dept. of Archaeology & Art History), Byungrok Yu (SNUAC), Dae-yeong Youn (SNUAC), Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC), Jungwon Huh (SNUAC), Iltae Ko (SNUAC), Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC), Minjoo Zoh (SNUAC), Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC), Woo Jin Shim (SNUAC), Sung Hee Ru (SNUAC), Seonyoung Park (SNUAC), Ka Young Ko (SNUAC), Heonik Kwon (SNUAC), Ho Kim (SNUAC), Haenam Park (SNUAC)

**Institute Programs in the Humanities & Social Sciences – NRF**

A Study on Commons-Based Urban Transition Strategies Beyond Speculative Urbanization - Phase 1 Second Year (2022.6.1.-2023.5.31)

Research Funds: KRW 381,520,000
Principal Investigator: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)
Researchers: Kwang Suk Lee (Seoul Nat'l Univ. of Science and Technology), Sanghun Lee (Hanshin Univ.), Junho Yang (Incheon Nat'l Univ.), Research Fellows: Hanbyul Shim (SNUAC), Yisoon Paek (SNUAC), Seoungwon Lee (SNUAC)

**Group Research Support Program – NRF**

A Study on Sustainable Digital Fabrication Community Model: Focusing on Fab Lab in Partner Countries of “New Southern Policy” - Third Year (2022.7.1.-2023.6.30)

Research Funds: KRW 104,160,000
Principal Investigator: Sung Yong Kang (Inst. of Humanities)
Researchers: Eunyoung Nam (SNUAC), Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC), Yunho Kim (SNUAC), Rohit Negi (Univ. of Ambedkar Delhi)

**Basic Research Program for Mid-Career Researchers (Humanities & Social Sciences) – NRF**

A Study on the Sustainable Smart City Appropriate Development Models in India - First Year (2022.7.1.-2023.6.30)

Research Funds: KRW 26,090,000
Principal Investigator: Myungmoo Lee (SNUAC)

A Study on the Living Lab Business Model for Solving Social Problems in Emerging Countries: Focusing on the Case of India for rural and urban areas - Second Year (2022.7.1.-2023.6.30)

Research Funds: KRW 26,040,000
Principal Investigator: Yunho Kim (SNUAC)

Machine Learning and Highly-nonlinear Econometric Models - Fifth Year (2022.7.1.-2023.6.30)

Research Funds: KRW 13,020,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Hwan Seo (Dept. of Economics)

**Basic Research Program for Young Researchers (Humanities & Social Sciences) – NRF**

Iranian Student Migration: The ethnographic studies of those who wish to leave and those who left – Third Year (2022.5.1.-2023.4.30)

Research Funds: KRW 19,530,000
Principal Investigator: Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC)

**Academic Research Professors A – NRF**

‘Moral Realism?: A Critical Approach to China’s Discourses & Policy on New International Order - Second Year (2022.4.1.-2023.3.31)

Research Funds: KRW 40,000,000
Principal Investigator: Jeong Kyung Soo (SNUAC)

A Systematic Evaluation on the Security Policy Bandwagoning with Big Powers, and a Search for Korea-Oriented Security System - First Year (2022.7.1.-2023.3.31)

Research Funds: KRW 30,000,000
Principal Investigator: JinMyoung Lee (SNUAC)

**Academic Research Professors B – NRF**

Chang in North Korea’s Discourse of Antagonizing Foreign Countries in the Kim Jong-Un Era – 2022.9.1.-2023.8.31

Research Funds: KRW 14,000,000
Principal Investigator: SuIn Lim (SNUAC)

**Support for Creative and Challenge Research Foundation – NRF**

Analyzing and assessing multifunctionality of community-based resource management systems for enhancing adaptive capacity of rural areas to climate change - Second Year (2022.3.1.-2023.2.28)

Research Funds: KRW 50,000,000
Principal Investigator: GiWoon Kim (SNUAC)

**Korea Academic Translation Project – The Academy Of Korean Studies**

Series on Korean Popular Culture – 2022.11.1.-2023.10.31

Research Funds: KRW 40,000,000
Principal Investigator: Seok-Kyeong Hong (Dept. of Journalism & Information)
Researchers: Jiyong Su (Yonsei University), Oul Han (Bytes Global Contents)
SNU Research Projects

Research Funds: KRW 11,866,818
Principal Investigator: Baek Yong Kim (Dept. of Sociology)
Researchers: Dongkun Yum (Korea Nat’l Univ. of Education), Jung Woo Cho (Kyungnam Univ.), Han Sang Kim (Apu Univ.)
A cultural exchanges between Korea and Japan in the 17th~18th century: through examination of Pildam-rok materials (Guidance for Application of New Faculty - Startup Fund - Research Affairs of SNU) - First Year (2022.4.1~2023.3.31)
Research Funds: KRW 50,000,000
Principal Investigator: Ho Kim (SNUAC)

North Korea’s Urbanization Strategy in the Kim Jong-Un Era: The Emergence of a New ‘Urbanity’ Through the Proliferation of Urban Culture (The Institute for Peace and Unification Studies Seoul National University) - 2022.4.1~2023.11.30
Research Funds: KRW 32,000,000
Principal Investigator: Baek Yong Kim (Dept. of Sociology)
Researchers: Jinae Hwang (SNUAC), Sunmin Lim (SNUAC), Soon-Jick Hong (SNUAC), Min Ju Cho (SNUAC)
Cultural Internationalism: A New History (Guidance for Application of New Faculty - Startup Fund - Research Affairs of SNU) - Second Year (2022.10.1~2023.3.30)
Research Funds: KRW 50,000,000
Principal Investigator: Heonik Kwon (SNUAC)

Policy Research

Research Funds: KRW 100,000,000
Principal Investigator: SooMin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Researchers: Jeong Kyung Seo (SNUAC), Yuseok Han (Jeonbuk Nat’l Univ.)
Publishing Research Monograph, The Integrated System and Directions of India’s 100 Smart City Policy – Focusing on the Integrated System of ES
g and SDGs (Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements) - 2022.9.7~2022.12.29
Research Funds: KRW 18,181,818
Principal Investigator: SooMin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Researchers: MyungMu Lee (SNUAC), YunHo Kim (SNUAC), Yong Ho Park (SNUAC)
Commissioned Project for Writing The Labor Management Guide for Korean Companies in Uzbekistan (Korea Labor and Employment Service) – 2022.4.28~2023.9.30
Research Funds: KRW 19,090,909
Principal Investigator: Sung Yong Kang (Inst. of Humanities)
Researchers: JiNo-Min Kim (Korea Labor and Employment Service), Sun Min Lim (SNUAC), Soon-Jick Hong (SNUAC), Min Ju Cho (SNUAC)
An Analysis of Situations and Prospects Since the Declaration of National Emergency in Myanmar (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) – 2022.5.25~2023.11.15
Research Funds: KRW 18,181,818
Principal Investigator: Jeon Hyung-min (SNUAC), Jeonghoon Park (Sogang Univ.), Sungchul Shin (Daily Indonesia), Suvulus Bobo Riti (BP2MI), Eva Latifah (Nat’l Univ. of Indonesia)
An Evaluation of Bilateral Cooperation and a Study on the Variation Evaluations and Prospects for Human Exchanges and Socio-cultural Cooperation Between Korea and Indonesia in Commemoration of the 50 Years of Establishing Diplomatic Ties (Korea Institute for International Economic Policy) – 2022.7.12~2022.11.15
Research Funds: KRW 4,545,455
Principal Investigator: Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
2022 ASEAN & Korea in Figures Publication Project – 2022.7.1~2022.7.8
Research Funds: KRW 5,000,000
Principal Investigator: KilKon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration)
A Project on Developing an Evaluation of the ODA Young Professional (YP) Program Second Half of 2022 (Korea Int’l Cooperation Agency (KOICA) – 2022.8.1~2023.2.28
Research Funds: KRW 12,821,670
Principal Investigator: JoonHwa Cho (SNUAC)
An Analysis of Diplomatic Ties (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) – 2022.7.15~2022.11.15
Research Funds: KRW 18,181,818
Principal Investigator: Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
An Evaluation of Bilateral Cooperation and a Study on the Variation Strategies in Commemoration of the 50 Years of Establishing Diplomatic Ties (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) – 2022.7.15~2023.10.31
Research Funds: KRW 4,545,455
Principal Investigator: Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
Researchers: WooJeoung Ko (Sungshin Women’s Univ.), Jeonghoon Park (Sogang Univ.), Sungchul Shin (Daily Indonesia), Suvulus Bobo Riti (BP2MI), Eva Latifah (Nat’l Univ. of Indonesia)
The 13th ROK-SAARC Partnership Seminar (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) – 2022.10.17~2023.1.31
Research Funds: KRW 45,454,545
Principal Investigator: Sung Yong Kang (Inst. of Humanities)
Researchers: Park Jimoon (SNUAC)
Commissioned Project for Establishing the Strategies and Plans for Attracting International Organizations (e.g. UNCCD) to Yeoncheon County (Yeoncheon County Office, Gyeonggi-do Province) - 2022.11.18~2023.3.17
Research Funds: KRW 19,200,000
Principal Investigator: Soolin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Researchers: JongCheol Kim (SNUAC), Yilsoon Paek (SNUAC), JongHo Shin (Kyungbuk Univ.)
**Research Fund Donations**

- Korea Social Science Data Archive (KRW 2,000,000,000)
- Samick Music Corp. President Jongsup Kim (KRW 1,150,000,000)
- Youngone Outdoor Corp. President Kihak Sung (KRW 1,100,000,000)
- 3Plus Logistics President Youngsuk Kim (KRW 100,000,000)
- SNU Prof. Emeritus Hyun-Chin Lim (KRW 100,000,000)
- SNU Prof. Emeritus Chungsi Ahn (KRW 10,000,000)
- Sangam Energy Co. Ltd. President Sungkwan Hong (KRW 35,000,000)
- Soonam Kim (KRW 100,000,000)

※ Cumulative since 2009
※ Excluding donors wishing to stay anonymous

**Donation:** Your donations will greatly help the globalization of Asian studies and fostering regional experts of Asia.

Donation inquiry: Chief of Administration (02-880-2692)
History

2009 Feb
- Inauguration of SNUAC (Founding Director: Prof. Hyun-Chin Lim)
- The first SNUAC International Conference: What Is Asia? Retrospectives and Prospects

2010 Jul
- Groundbreaking for the SNUAC building (completion in February 2013)

2011 Jul
- Designation as a Key Research Institute by the National Research Foundation of Korea

2011 Mar
- Selection as part of the Korea Foundation Global e-School Program

2012 Sep
- Publication of the first issue of Asia Review

2013 Sep
- Selection as part of the Emerging Economies Research Program (NRFK)

2013 Mar
- Commencement of the Asia Basic Research Program
- Open lecture series: “The Age of Asia”
- Appointement of Prof. Myungkoo Kang as SNUAC director
- Initiation of the second phase in Key Research Institute Project “Cooperation and Integration of East Asian Economic and Social Community”

2014 Mar
- International Conference for directors of Asia research institutes: New Horizons of Asian Studies

2015 Jun
- Affiliation of the Korea Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA) with SNUAC

2015 Jul
- Selection of Asia Review as a candidate for inclusion in the Korean Citation Index (KCI)

2016 Apr
- International conference: Inter-Asian Connections V: Seoul
- Initiation of the third phase in Key Research Institute Project “Cooperation and Integration of the East Asian Economic and Social Community”

2017 Aug
- Selection of Asia Review to be registered in KCI

2018 Feb
- Commencement of the Asia Regional Information Center

2019 Sep
- Commemoration of SNUAC’s 10th anniversary and announcement of new visions

2020 Jun
- Selected as part of Humanities Korea Plus (HK*) Program (NRF)

2021 Mar
- Establishment of Asia Brief, the policy brief of SNUAC

2022 Mar
- Commencement of Center for Hallyu Studies
People

※ As of March 2022 – February 2023

**Director SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography)**
**Deputy Director Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)**
**Head of Dept. Research & Development: Baek Yung Kim (Dept. of Sociology)**
**Head of Dept. Int’l Relations: Heonik Kwon (SNUAC)**
**Head of Dept. Human Resource Development: Joo Yong Park (Dept. of Psychology)**
**Director of HK+ Mega-Asia Research Project Group: SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography)**
**Principal of AsIA Local Humanities School: Ho Kim (SNUAC)**
**Director of Northeast Asia Center: Baek Yung Kim (Dept. of Sociology)**
**Director of Southeast Asia Center: Suhong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)**
**Director of Center for Eurasian & Central Asian Studies: Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)**
**Director of Center for South Asian Studies: Sung Yong Kang (Inst. of Humanities)**
**Director of Vietnam Center: Jae-Young Kim (Dept. of Economics)**
**Director of Asia-Africa Center: Taehyoon Kim (Grad. School of International Studies)**
**Director of Center for Asian Urban Societies: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)**
**Director of Counselling Center: Ho Kim (SNUAC)**
**Director of Future Earth Program: Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural System Engineering)**
**Director of Civil Society and NGOs Program: Hyun-Chin Lim (SNU Emeritus Professor, Founding Director)**
**Director of Asian Developmental Model Program: Haeran Lim (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)**
**Director of Exchange and Cooperation in the Asian World Program: Oh Young Kwon (Dept. of Korean History)**
**Director of Program on Asia’s Intellectual Values: Byungh-Joon Kim (Dept. of Asian History)**

**Governing Committee**
SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Yong Kyun Kim (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Jihyun Kim (Dept. of Religious Studies)
Hawon Ku (Dept. of Asian Languages & Civilizations)
Woonkyung Yeo (Dept. of Asian Languages & Civilizations)
Won-ho Park (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Byung-Yeon Kim (Dept. of Economics)
Jeong Won Kang (Dept. of Anthropology)
Jaesok Kim (Dept. of Anthropology)
Seok Kyung Hong (Dept. of Communication)
Euijune Kim (Dept. of Agricultural Economics & Rural Development)
Sang Hwan Seong (Dept. of German Language Education)
In Kwon Park (Dept. of Environmental Planning)
Hyun-chul Kim (Dept. of Int’l Studies)

**HK Research Professors**
Heonik Kwon (Social Anthropology)
Ho Kim (Korean History)

**HK Research Professors**
Byoungrok Yu (Archaeology)
Dae-yeong Yoon (Asian History)
Ka Young Ko (History)
Gi Yeon Koo (Archaeology)
Haenam Park (Sociology)
Ilhong Ko (Archaeology)
Jungwon Huh (Social Work)
Kyunghie Choi (Political Science)
Minjae Zoh (Archaeology)
Myungmoo Lee (Business Administration)
Seonyoung Park (Historical Geography)
Sung Hee Ru (Sociology)
Woo Jin Shim (Geography)

**Research Fellows**
Eunyoung Nam (Sociology)
GoWoon Kim (Urban Planning)
Hanbyul Shim (Urban Planning)
Jimmyyoung Lee (Political Science)
Jeemoon Pak (Economics)
Jeong Kyung Seo (Law)
Jong-Chool Kim (Sociology)
Joonhwa Cho (Politics and Int’l Studies)
Seoungwon Lee (Political Science)
Suk Ki Kong (Sociology)
Taeyoon Kim (History)
Wonjung Min (Latin American Literature)
Yilsoon Paek (Geography)
Yulhyun Hwang (Middle East-Africa)
Yunho Kim (Business Administration)